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Editor’s Note

As the OAUG wraps up its 25th year, 
there is certainly one constant: from 
the group’s modest beginnings to its 
 indisputable position as a trusted 
 resource for Oracle Applications users, 
the contributions of OAUG members 
define and sustain the group’s mission. 
With so many sources of information 
available today, OAUG members still 
highly value the insights of their peers, 
just like they did 25 years ago.

In this issue of OAUG Insight  magazine, 
there’s plenty of opportunity to 
gain  insights from your peers. Get a 

sneak peek into the “SaaS  checklist” 
 Specsavers is using to  identify and 
evaluate considerations for  adopting 
cloud-delivered technologies and 
 services. Find out how Uponor 
 enhanced functionalities in Mobile 
Supply Chain Applications and Oracle 
Warehouse Management to improve 
its ability to complete shipments 
with proper delivery, packing and 
 transportation documentation. Learn 
from the National Board of Medical 
Examiners the basic steps in setting 
up multi-period accounting in Oracle 

E-Business Suite (EBS) Payables using 
Sub-Ledger Accounting. Follow along 
as Geokinetics runs ORAchk Health 
Checks Tool (Doc ID 1268927.2) to 
identify potential issues with various 
components of the Oracle Applications 
stack.

Happy anniversary OAUG, and best 
wishes for the next 25 years. u

If you have ideas to share or wish to  suggest 
a topic for a future edition of OAUG 
 Insight, contact me at  cforce@oaug.org.

While it may be acknowledged in any number of ways, an 
anniversary denotes a significant milestone, bringing with it the 
memories of the struggles, the turning points, the achievements, the 
celebrations that precede it.

Join the conversation with the OAUG on:

Oracle Applications Users Group

@OAUG1, @COLLAB_OAUG

OrclAppsUsersGroup

Cindy Force - Managing Editor
cforce@oaug.org

Anniversary



What you get with Extended ECM for Oracle E-Business Suite—only from OpenText
• Content in Context: 360° visibility into unstructured content related to EBS transactions.

• Data-driven Decisions: EBS data associated with managed content (e.g., related contracts, scanned invoices, emails) 
shown in easy-to-use Business Workspaces for EBS, for authorized ECM-only users as well.

• Streamline your Processes, Lower your Costs: Join the more than 400 customers who are already realizing the 
benefitsof Extended ECM.

Information-fueled Oracle ERP 
processes.  Finally.
Make it happen with OpenText.

Visit opentext.com/ecmfororacle to learn more
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OpenText ECM is integrated in EBS

Browse for ECM documents 
—including based on EBS data
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 exposed through OpenText
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ing, and accelerating their information needs. Over 100,000 customers already use OpenText  solutions, either on premises or in our cloud.
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You find answers 
OAUG members save time and money by applying other users’ tips, successes and lessons learned. 

You network with real users and experts
OAUG members share ideas and best practices to make the most of their Oracle Applications. 

You influence Oracle
Oracle listens to the collective voice of OAUG members.
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Oracle Applications Users Group
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President’s Perspective

Balancing
Act

For many of us, the challenge is 
 navigating the journey to next- 
generation technologies while still 
delivering the business solutions our 
employers need today. Oracle certainly 
acknowledges the balancing act. The 
drive to migrate customers to the cloud 
is accompanied by Oracle’s commitment 
to support customers’ investments in 
existing on-premises products during 
the  transition.

And during this transition, knowledge 
and networking are key. OAUG  member 
organizations are among those on the 
continuum from just building their 
understanding of new technologies to 
those already testing or implementing 
them. Either way, the information and 
advice that your peers can share are 
invaluable.

The OAUG’s 25-year legacy as a hub for 
education and information exchange 
secures the groundwork for  continuing 
the tradition. At the same time, as 

 business demands and technologies 
evolve, so do our members’ needs  
and interests. 

The OAUG Board of Directors  recently 
participated in a strategic planning 
session to examine existing  practices, 
 models and programs as well as to 
 envision new ways of delivering value 
for members. It is indeed a balancing 
act to preserve the best of a 25-year 
 history while venturing into a new 
era. Our next 25 years can’t simply be 
a repeat of the first 25. Stay tuned for 
more on the innovative programs and 
platforms that will set the foundation 
for the future of the OAUG. Please 
know that our goal is to help all of our 
members establish their own paths for 
short- and long-term success.

2015 has been a year of celebration and 
rejuvenation, and it has been a great 
honor serving the OAUG community.  
I have enjoyed meeting so many of you 
during my tenure as OAUG president 

during this prestigious milestone year. 
Thank you for all you do for the OAUG.

Your feedback and suggestions for the 
OAUG’s next 25 years are  invited and 
most welcome. u

Contact me at menglish@oaug.org to  
share your ideas. 

2015 has been a year 
of celebration and 
rejuvenation, and 
it has been a great 
honor serving the 
OAUG community.

What a year of high-speed, high-tech, nonstop change. Exciting 
announcements at Oracle OpenWorld 2015, for example, highlighted 
the promise of many advancements, such as cloud technologies.

Lissa English - OAUG President
menglish@oaug.org
Twitter: @english_lissa
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Paper DatabaseConference

makes getting answers

easier than ever.

The OAUG Conference Paper 
Database includes thousands
of white papers and presentations 
from dozens of OAUG 
conferences over the past
several years. Everyone can search the OAUG

Conference Paper Database, but only 
employees of OAUG member companies 
can download the presentations. If your 

organization is not a member yet, please join 
online or contact the membership staff at 

+1.404.240.0897 or membership@oaug.com 
to learn more about the many

benefits of OAUG membership.

View the re-designed
and enhanced Conference 
Paper Database on
oaug.org and see how
easy it is to find:

• Best practices
• Productivity tips
• Real user experiences
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This project is an important step toward 
sustaining and growing the exchange of 
content and connections among OAUG 
members. Participants in Geo and SIG 
activities represent users who have 
the real-world, hands-on experiences 
that are so valuable to their peers. The 
investment in the new technology plat-
form leads the way in our efforts to:

• Grow a vibrant, unified community 
that solidifies our collective efforts.

• Deliver enhancements that provide 
access to a larger base of peers, fresh 
ideas and educational content.

• Proved easy access to valuable 
 resources.

• Develop the agility to respond quickly 
to what OAUG members want and 
need most.

Over the last several months, the OAUG 
Technology Committee has worked 
diligently to test and deploy the new 
technology. The committee structured 

a beta testing program that began in 
the summer. Several early-adopter Geo 
and SIG groups stepped forward to 
migrate their website data onto the new 
platform, test drive the new features 
and provide their feedback. Phase two 
of the migration began in the fall with 
additional groups migrating to the 
new platform. The final phase will be 
 completed by January 1, 2016, when all 
Geo and SIG groups will finalize their 
new websites.

Led by Technology Committee 
 co-chairs Chris Schap and Brian Bent 
and supported by staff liaison to the 
committee David Fattahian, the Web 
platform transition has gone very 
smoothly. Their careful planning, 
 attention to detail and timely follow 
up with all participating groups has 
been integral to the early success of 
the  project. Additional staff support 
from Geo-SIG manager Molly Whobrey 
has also contributed to the smooth 
 transitions. I applaud their great work.

Find more information about the 
 community enhancements and 
 integrations in the letter from the 
 Geo-SIG co-chairs on page 38 in this 
issue of OAUG Insight magazine. u

Feel free to contact me any time at 
shughes@oaug.org with general questions  
or suggestions.

Led by Technology 
Committee co-chairs 
Chris Schap and  Brian 
Bent and  supported 
by staff liaison to  
the committee  
David  Fattahian, 
the Web platform 
 transition has gone 
very smoothly.

Early in 2015, the OAUG Board of Directors approved an investment  
in a new Web technology platform to assist our Geographic (Geo)  
and Special Interest Groups (SIGs) in serving and growing their  
unique communities.

OAUG Viewpoint Steven R. Hughes 

OAUG Executive Director

shughes@oaug.org

Advancements Build
andReinvigorate
TECHNOLOGY

RENEW
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OAUG STAR 
PARTNERS

FIVE-STARThe OAUG Star Partners are a  vital 
force in supporting the OAUG’s 
 mission of providing  Oracle 
 Applications users the tools  required 
to enhance their  productivity, 
 maximize their investment, and 
 influence the quality, usability and 
support of Oracle Applications. 
 Participants in the OAUG Star  Partner 
Program represent some of the most 
experienced and most successful 
 providers of services and solutions to 
the Oracle users community.

FOUR-STAR
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THREE-STAR

TWO-STAR ELITE

from Rookery Software

The OAUG Star Partner program gives Associate members a bundled approach to active, 
integrated participation in the OAUG community. The program combines membership, 
advertising and conference benefits into a value-priced package that delivers recognition, 
premium advertising opportunities and outstanding conference visibility.

For more information on the OAUG Star Partner Program, please contact  
Christine Hilgert at +1 404.760.4234, or via e-mail at chilgert@oaug.org. 

TWO-STAR RISING-STAR
• API Wizard

• BlackLine 

• CardConnect

• Data Communication 
 Solutions 

• DynaTrace

• Fastpath, Inc.

• Gaea Global

• Inspirage

• interRel Consulting

• MeasureIT, LLC

• Paymetric

• QSoftware

• Radley Corporation

• SoftArt Solutions Inc.

• The Bean Consulting Group

• Thirdware

• Thomson Reuters

• Tradeshift

• TriCore

• Zebra Technologies

• FulcrumWay 

• FXLoader

SPECIAL THANKS
• Oracle Validated Integration



CLOUD
JOURNEY

PHIL WILKINS, SPECSAVERS

to the

Specsavers, like many 
organizations, is rapidly 
adopting cloud-delivered 
technologies  ranging 
from  infrastructure to 
services. To  streamline 
the evaluation and 
 potential adoption 
of cloud  services, 
we have  developed 
a “SaaS  checklist” as 
a  framework to help 
 determine the  suitability 
and risks of adopting 
such solutions.  

FEATURES  Winter 2015
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What is key here are the considerations that have informed 
the checklist. Having examined Oracle cloud offerings, we’ve 
observed how Oracle matches up against those considerations 
— particularly as Oracle’s journey to being a cloud provider is 
a bit different to many other cloud vendors. So let’s take a look 
at some of those considerations and how they might relate 
to Oracle. But first, let’s just quickly see how Oracle’s cloud 
journey differs from other vendors.  

Oracle Differentiators
The majority of cloud vendors can be associated with one 
of two routes to the market. The first has been through 
 offering infrastructure services and building on that based on 
 exploiting existing infrastructure capabilities. In this route, 
you can include Amazon Web Services (AWS), which evolved 
from Amazon’s needs as an e-tailer, as well as Rackspace  
and CSC.

The alternative route has been from an application  provider 
(typically SaaS but not always, e.g., RedHat as PaaS) that 
has grown its portfolio and perhaps exposed its application 
framework. You can include SalesForce and Workday  
among these.

I differentiate Oracle not because it is a relative latecomer 
but because it is coming to the market offering  applications 
(SaaS) down to the lowest technical services (IaaS) 
while  exploiting its global set of data centers, hardware 
 manufacturing capabilities and upward. Oracle’s early cloud 
profile has been more strongly linked to its apps, as it is a 
more high-value, low-volume proposition, which means the 
behind the scenes capabilities such as metering, etc., aren’t so 
critical to make it profitable. What is clear is that those issues 
are pretty much dealt with, and Oracle is starting to offer its 
entire portfolio to the cloud. 

But now Oracle has announced, in beta or openly available, a 
huge range of capabilities. Uniquely, the middleware offerings 
are able to integrate and access the other capabilities, making 
inter-product connectivity as easy as is possible.

Factors That Will Impact
As you weigh your decision to adopt cloud, the following 
sections walk through the factors that you should consider. 
The significance of each factor varies based on the context in 
which you’re considering the use of cloud. But before looking 

at these points of consideration, it is worth ensuring 
you have a clear idea why you’re considering 

cloud (as much as considering why you 
want to use on-premises solutions).

Data is King
One of the commercial motivators for adopting cloud is 
trying to simplify operating costs by moving from capital 
 expenditures (CAPEX) to operating expenditures (OPEX),  
so improving the bottom line. 

In focusing on operating costs, it is easy to overlook how 
 valuable and influential your data will be on any decisions. 
Setting aside the classic but critical security considerations, 
such as not wanting a leak/breach because of the brand 
impact on customer security, data is also increasingly subject 
to legislation and regulation, some of which may come from 
directions you might not have considered. 

For example:
• Where you process data can impact where and what taxes 

you may be obliged to pay.
• If you’re handling clinical information, there is a mass 

of considerations from HIPAA (U.S.) to the NHS’ IGSoC1  
(U.K.). Even simple handling of personal data is a complex 
issue with different rules in different countries.2 It is a 
rapidly changing environment in the post Edward Snowden 
world and is impacting where data centers are being 
 established.3 

• If you’re providing B2B services, there may be 
 restrictions demanded by your customers, particularly 
if those  businesses are linked eventually to government 
 organizations. Even if you don’t have exposures today, do 
you want to limit the chance to compete for such business? 
Does it make economic sense to compete for such business? 
Is the cost of the extra requirements too great to achieve a 
level of accepted profitability?

Oracle is well positioned to address these considerations.  
For example, some SaaS providers may only have a  couple 
of data centers (if you’re lucky both inside and outside 
of the U.S.). Consider Box, the leading document sharing 
 service. Box presently has data centers only in the U.S., 
which  presents very real issues handling clinical healthcare 
 information in the U.K. Oracle has a considerable number of 
global data centers that are being progressively kitted out to 
offer their cloud offerings. But rollout is still happening, so the 
data centers may not yet be ready for your needs.

Software Performance
If you’re running your own solution in the cloud, you might 
want to do some due diligence to ensure it will perform in 
the cloud context. A recent article by David Linthicum4  
 highlighted the point that on-premises solutions often 
 deliver required performance because the environment or 
the  application have been highly tuned to the solution needs. 
However, taking your solution to the cloud, where the levels 
of controls on the environment to enable such tuning are 
likely to be unavailable, may affect performance.
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If you have serious performance needs, then it’s best to 
 formulate performance service-level agreements (SLAs) 
and talk to the cloud vendor about those needs. This 
 recommendation applies equally to AWS and Oracle. This is 
even more important when you are looking to the cloud to 
deal with demand surges, be it a Black Friday or a  month-end 
or year-end accounting load spike. If you’re dealing with 
cloud demand fluctuations, then you need to manage the data 
sources. Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) Cloud Control has 
some very good capabilities here. 

If you have steady loads but a rapidly growing business that 
you are anticipating will need a lot of resources, talk to your 
Oracle sales team. The presales team should be able to help 
work out the optimum balance of sizing servers upwards vs. 
sizing outwards. It also means that Oracle can ensure there is 
plenty of capacity in place. 

Oracle is not yet like Amazon, where there are large amounts 
of resources on tap in all data centers. Oracle has both a 
 distinct advantage and possibly a limitation in so far as 
the hardware driving the cloud is Oracle’s own engineered 
 systems. The hardware pipeline for capacity is Oracle’s own 
end to end, but that means growth is limited by the size of 
that pipeline.

We’ve just explored some of the classic use cases for cloud 
services. You may, of course, accept that while a CAPEX 
 model may be more cost effective, you want to keep costs 
 centered on OPEX so that your staff can focus on headline 
 value. In doing so, you avoid the challenge of needing to 
invest in maintenance and patching, which, from a business 
perspective, often doesn’t appear to deliver any additional 
value.

That said, you may devolve the tasks of patching to Oracle, 
but as you have a level of control over versions of products, 
the timing and execution of the cutover is with you. You can 
use the flexible capacity to perform upgrades by introducing 

new servers on later versions 
and then drop older 

nodes with the 
ease of a few 

web clicks.

CEMLI and RICE
In the Oracle world, we know about changes to applications 
through CEMLI5  (Configuration, Extension, Modification, 
Localization, Integration) and the older RICE6  (Reports, 
Interfaces, Conversions, Enhancements). Your potential 
need for different parts of CEMLI could seriously impact the 
cloud journey. Before committing to a solution, you need to 
understand at a high level what you want out of CEMLI. Your 
options and the implications of CEMLI can be significantly 
different when we look at a cloud solution. So let’s quickly run 
through CEMLI and RICE.
• Configuration and Localization: Outside of consumer grade 

cloud services and management interfaces, your mature 
service (or service from a mature vendor) is going to offer 
Configuration and Localization, even if it is simple stuff like 
email addresses for admin teams, time zone setting, setting 
color schemes and logos to brand the service. Depending 
on your use case, you may need to take a closer look at 
 localization in terms of recognizing localized regulation, 
such as taxation. Make sure local needs are addressed both 
for where you are today and where you might want to go. 

 If the need for localization represents a significant 
 investment, the vendor is more likely to consider 
 addressing your localization needs, particularly if you’re 
effectively leading the opening of a new market. But don’t 
assume this. As a global player, Oracle will have a clear 
view on localization. Get your account team to connect 
you with the product directors to talk about any needs. 
New  products will probably have localization needs on the 
roadmap.  Mature solutions will have a clear position on how 
to approach these questions — which could still be “sorry 
not in our interests,” or the product can support such a 
 localization.

• Extension: Now we’re getting into dangerous territory and 
a place that warrants some careful thinking about whether 
cloud is the right option. Depending on the provider, an 
extension may mean adding to the core product. If that 
extension represents your intellectual rights or competitive 
advantage, then are you about to give away some  significant 
benefit to your competition as the cloud vendor is  unlikely 
to fork7 or branch their product code basis for you? 
 (Actually, you risk losing a lot of benefit in maintenance 
costs being spread, etc., if they do). 

 In Oracle services for Fusion-based applications, you can 
exploit the Fusion extensibility strategies. Oracle has also 

started talking about PaaS4SaaS8, using Java Cloud 
Service among others. But this is very early 

days, and the conversation 
has been limited to 

the exposed 
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 extension points, which, depending on 
the product, may be very limited. But you 
now need to remember that Oracle isn’t 
likely to support many different versions 
of the applications in the cloud, so you 
can choose when to accept the update to 
 production. (This is an area that we will 
see evolve, but a safe assumption is the 
 latest version and the previous one in 
terms of major vision numbers.) This does 
mean you have to retest your  extensions 
a lot more frequently and be in tune 
with Oracle’s upgrade cycle, which, for 
the cloud, is going to be far faster than, 
 historically, for the on-premises releases.

• Modification: For modifications, the 
 question is not what the modification is, 
but will the vendor even consider offering the option for 
a cloud solution? If you’re in this position, is commercial 
 off-the-shelf (COTS) even right for you? The best and safest 
route for you is to go down the path of a managed service, 
which won’t give you the cost benefits of cloud but will 
give you control of the cost of dealing with modifications. 
Unless the vendor is going to roll your  modification into the 
core product — then you’re back to potentially giving away 
 competitive advantage.

• Integration: Often people concentrate on integration 
just in terms of doing an initial data migration or send-
ing updates to the service. But if you want to have other 
applications being made aware of data changes in real or 
near real time, then think carefully here. Some integration 
APIs use  industry standards, such as Web Services, but 
they are  pretty complex to use (for example SalesForce). 
Other  vendors can be very challenging and brittle in their 
approach; we have seen the answer to integration needs 
resolved by simply exposing database transaction log files 
to you. 

 The need to poll services for change isn’t unusual  either. 
What we’ll probably see over the next couple of years in the 
API and services economy is those seeking to gain ground, 
particularly in iPaaS, offering adaptors and connectors (the 
connector ecosystem is a whole subject in its own right) 
that will simplify connectivity. Both Oracle and SAP are

  competing with connectors. Smaller iPaaS vendors, such 
as Mulesoft and Dell Boomi, actively include  connectivity 
points in their pitches. Oracle has been rather smart here; 
aside from seeking to make it easy to link their own  services 
together, they have created a market place for third  parties 
to offer connectivity solutions that can be enabled by a 
connector framework. Oracle is also building out their 
own connectors to the other big SaaS vendors, such as 
 SuccessFactors and Workday.

• Reports: Vendors typically offer out-of-the box reports.  
But if you want custom reports, depending on the  service 
approach, you will need to pay for the reports or the 
business intelligence (BI) tooling on top of some form of 
reporting data view.

So, if your solution requires modification or possibly 
 extension, managed services rather than anything as a service 
(XaaS) may be the better model. The rest is about ensuring 
the features you think you may need are made available.

Cost Management
Having moved costs from CAPEX to OPEX (Figure 1 shows 
the OPEX/CAPEX differences), you’ve not done away 
with the need to clearly understand your costs and cost 
 management. In some respects, it is harder now. You need 
to understand the pricing models and have the ability to 
 understand your current costs and forecast forward. Oracle’s 
cloud pricing today is relatively simple compared to AWS, 
where you’re paying for compute9, different tiers of storage 

and data transfer costs, depending on where the data is 
 moving to and from. 

Oracle presently has kept it straightforward; typically, 
one or two metrics drive the cost. But the different 

services can be priced differently, so you need to 
determine accurately the service that is right 

Figure 1 Cost - Capacity  (OPEX vs CAPEX)11
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for you. Take Database as a Service (DBaaS) as an example:
• For small databases, you can pay by storage and transfer 

volume.
• Move up in size and then it’s simply by a standardized 

 virtual machine, charged by the month or by the hour. 
• Then you have Exadata, which is costed by Oracle CPU10 

(OCPU) per month.
• Finally, full DBaaS is OCPU by the month or hour. 

If you look at the Virtual Image tier for a Standard Edition 
DB Service, for an average month (730 hours) there is nearly 
$100 difference between the monthly and hourly price plan if 
you keep the database live all month. This could quickly spiral 
when you multiply that cost by a number of development and 
preproduction environments.

Mix this in with SaaS services, where you’re paying on 
 metrics like per person, per month (Sales Cloud, HR Cloud); 
revenue (Commerce Cloud, Logistics Cloud); number of 
 different types of connection (Integration Cloud Service);  
and your cost calculations won’t be straight forward.

There is also an additional dimension for cost management 
to consider. In a development organization, you may be 
spinning up and tearing down servers as your needs vary, 
which is a very appealing idea to control costs. However, 
unlike an on-premises situation, you can keep taking on more 
 environments and never release them. The first you know of 
this is when Oracle rightly raids your piggy bank. Unlike your 
on-premises equivalent where you use up your resources, 
your sys manager is going to go round demanding resources 
be released.

The Forgotten Costs
So you’ve got your cost models worked out, confirmed 
that your SLAs can be met (always worth discussing with 
your  account manager) and know how those SLAs will be 
 measured and monitored. Things are likely to look ready to be 
deployed, but there are a couple of hidden costs you may need 
to factor in. 

While everything is on-premises inside your own network 
and managed by some good switches, everything is great; 
you aren’t seeing bandwidth issues or being impacted by 
high  latency. But now, as your network manager will quickly 
 remind you, there is an additional cost (tax if you like). All 
these applications will be generating Web content that is 
travelling from the data center to your office(s), and you have 
to pay for that traffic. 

Internet access is so pervasive these days that we often forget 
that you have to pay for it. Our network and security  architect 
likes to remind people that Moore’s law is applying to the 
growth in Internet bandwidth consumption. So it’s best to 
give some thought to this cost — even if your provider can 
 provide sufficient bandwidth and ensure latency from the data 

center into your office is acceptable. If the product is poorly 
 written, you could experience a lot of traffic (whole Web page 
 refreshes) and UI responsiveness that make the solution in 
practical times unusable.

Business Security and Integrity
With all systems, whether hosted or not, you need  resilience 
and availability to meet your business needs. So if you are 
looking at mission critical solutions, you’re likely to be 
wanting five 9s or better along with the ability to failover and 
failback between system instances automatically or operate in 
an active-active deployment between data centers. 

It is easy to assume that cloud solutions can do this, but not 
all solutions can. A number of SaaS products are essentially 
the on-premises version running in a virtualized  environment 
and sharing a database server. Historically, Oracle has 
 discouraged active-active SOA deployments, for example.  
So it is important to understand the failover models and 
where the secondary data centers are. The last thing you want 
is to see is your data replicating to a secondary site that is 
not  geographically suitable because of your data compliance 
rules. 

When any system is managed by another organization for 
you on their platform, you need to consider nontechnical 
factors. For example, what if the service provider goes bust 
or you have a commercial dispute? Either way, you are going 
to lose access to not only the service but also your data, and 
the data is the true commercial asset. This can be mitigated 
by  regularly retrieving the data. That doesn’t mean a database 
dump, although that may be a good solution. Reports with 
CSV files as results may be sufficient. If you have the data, 
you can potentially cobble together a solution quickly while 
dealing with the larger commercial issue.  

Pulling all the data back not only gives you a chance to 
 mitigate commercial issues, it enables you to consider two 
other key business aspects:
• By combining the data in your SaaS solutions in a data 

warehouse, you have the opportunity to perform some big 
data/data science style analytics to discover unexpected 
correlations and/or cause and effect patterns.

• More importantly, when your data is copied into different 
applications across both on-premises and cloud platforms 
(particularly SaaS, where application errors may never be 
apparent to you), there is the chance for data discrepancies 
to occur. Month end and year end may turn up  accounting 
issues, but customer data issues may have an invisible 
impact through customer loss or churn. So bringing data 
together from multiple systems will give you a chance of 
detecting discrepancies through simple data comparisons.

Looking at Oracle with these considerations, the likelihood of 
commercial issues from Oracle folding is minuscule, and there 
will be plenty of warning signs before any problems hit you. 
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Although you do need to be mindful if Oracle should decide to 
withdraw an unprofitable service. The other risk is most likely 
to be a fee charging and licensing style dispute. I’ve never 
heard of Oracle blocking a SaaS service. It wouldn’t be good 
business for Oracle to do so, but would you bet your business 
on it not happening? Oracle has been known to play hardball 
when it comes to licensing. To be fair, Oracle isn’t the only 
company to operate this way. 

The Oracle Value Add
Oracle’s breadth and depth of services would make it very 
straightforward to bring lots of application data together 
within the Oracle ecosystem into a Big Data service. Further, 
third-party services that provide a means to retrieve data 
should also be retrievable by Oracle PaaS offerings. If you’re 
not adverse to adopting an Oracle primary vendor approach, 
then you could almost instantiate all of your IT operations 
into the cloud.

Our Lessons
I started out by mentioning our SaaS checklist (Figure 2  
helps illustrate the possible factors you may want to include 
into such a checklist). That is where, through foresight, we 
have managed to distil some valuable thinking into a  manner 

that the non IT parts of the organization find 
palatable. The  internal guidance for the  checklist 
 suggests what kinds of responses are good, need 

 further thought and  exploration, or simply 
 highlight a  critical  business risk. 

The checklist hasn’t prevented us falling foul 
of some of the traps. Sometimes a decision 

is made and committed to before all the 
facts are known. But more often than 
not, the checklist has helped us  quickly 
rule in or out possible providers. On 
one occasion, we had a potential 
SaaS provider rule themselves out. 
The  surprising  lesson has been that 
the way the checklist is responded 
to very quickly  highlights whether a 
 vendor  understands the challenges and 

 questions of offering a cloud  solution. 
To date, we haven’t asked Oracle to 

 complete a  checklist. But we have 
 examined  Oracle cloud  offerings as a result 

of presales  discussions using the checklist. u
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Figure 2 A visualization of considerations for cloud adoption12
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To improve our ability to meet these requirements, Uponor 
enhanced functionalities in Mobile Supply Chain Applications 
(MSCA) and in Oracle Warehouse Management (WMS). 

Developing MSCA and WMS enhancements takes time and 
can be complex. Even more challenging is, first, defining 
the right processes and then getting end users committed 
to the change and prepared to follow through with the new 
 processes.   

Oracle E-Business Suite at Uponor 
The first Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) go-live at Uponor was 
in Germany in summer 2006. After that, Uponor launched 
a program to roll out EBS across Europe. Uponor is using a 
very large scale of different Oracle EBS modules, and EBS is 
the standard ERP system to run Uponor’s operations. In 2013, 
EBS was upgraded from R11.5.10 to R12.1.3. 

Why LPN Usage at Warehouse Outbound 
 Operations was Enhanced 
Carrier Demands
Transport carriers commonly require exact information about 
packaging and expect that information to be correct and 
exact. This is especially true in the case of export shipments; 
Uponor handles a lot of shipments both within and outside of 
EU countries. Key information includes: 

• Number and type of packages shipped.
• Exact volume, dimension and weight of packages.
• Identification of packages with logistics labels containing 

Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) information.
• Delivery documents containing accurate package 

 information.
• Availability of information in a data format that allows it to 

be exchanged with carrier systems.

Customer Service
Good customer service means that we are able to deliver 
shipments with proper delivery, packing and  transportation 
documentation that is correct, detailed and correctly 
 labelled.  Uponor provides a range of different kinds of 
 logistics services, and many customers have special  packing 
 requirements. Fulfilling these packing requirements is 
challenging but must be done efficiently and correctly. At the 
same time, so called standard sales orders must be managed 
even more efficiently and with a lean process. 

Challenges to Meet Requirements 
There were multiple challenges to overcome before we were 
able to meet the carrier and customer requirements. 

First, it must be possible to update packaging dimensions at 
any time in any status of the LPN at the warehouse. A  typical 
situation is that a container item can be updated to the LPN, 
but it only gives default dimensions for the LPN from the 
container item master data. However, in real life, packing 
is different: Boxes are modified to be higher or smaller, and 
pallet height differs based on the items packed on the pallet. 
In addition, there are other types of products that are not 
palletized, such as loose coils. In that case, dimensions are 
often unknown before packing/staging the goods. So there is 
a need to be able manage different kinds of container items 
and products. 

Another aspect is the need for an efficient way to update 
 container items to LPNs in the case of full single-item pallets. 
For example, this is the case when we ship 20 pallets of the 
same item to a customer. All information is preknown, but  
we need an efficient way to get all of the LPNs updated at 
once, instead of manually updating them LPN by LPN.  
Our  approach was to establish that one pallet means one 
parent LPN. 

One of the challenges for 
 suppliers of  manufactured 
 products is that  transportation 
carriers and customers insist on 
having  shipments properly packed 
and  documented. This means 
shipping license plate  numbers 
(LPNs) must have the correct 
 container item information with 
the right package  dimensions  
and weights. 

Uponor is a leading international provider of plumbing and indoor climate systems and services for the 
 building and utility sectors. Available in some 100 countries, Uponor solutions meet the needs of  customers 
and end users, while helping to preserve the natural environment. They are designed for efficient 
 performance, long lifetime, easy installation and a low environmental footprint. With ca. 3,800 committed 
 employees and a local presence in over 30 countries, Uponor is at your service all over the world.
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We wanted a user-friendly tool to work with during the 
 packing operation. There are two ways in standard Oracle 
WMS to perform packing: either with the Oracle Packing 
Workbench tool at physical packing stations or with MSCA 
via handheld scanners. The challenge was to determine how 
to efficiently perform picking and packing in the case of 
 special packing requirements. 

Enhanced Functionalities 
These functionalities are enhanced at Uponor: 
• Customized MSCA page “Update LPN.”
• Customized concurrent request to run Automatic Update 

LPN for single-item package LPNs. 
• Customized visibility to Updated LPN dimensions data.
• Customized Packing Workbench.
• Interface Shipment packing data in details to our 

 Transportation Management System (TMS) tool  
called Assist4.

Customized MSCA Page “Update LPN” 
To be able to update dimensions and weights in MSCA at 
any point of time for LPN, we built a customized MSCA page 
“Update LPN.” The customized page is modified from the 
standard MSCA page “Update LPN.” In the new customized 
page, it is possible to update a container item when LPN is 
in different phases, e.g., receiving, inventory, loaded, staged. 
Also, the container item can be re-updated as many times as is 
required. To avoid mistakes when a selecting container item, 
the description was also required to be shown. 

Update Gross Weight feature: In addition to the possibility 
of changing the gross weight of LPN, we required visibility 
into the tare weight and net weight. Our principle is that tare 
weight (weight of the packaging material of the container 
item) is, by default, correct; we trust that and there is no need 
to update it. This means that if gross weight is updated, then 
net weight is automatically adjusted as tare weight is always 
with the default value. 

Calculation for Net Weight: 

Net Weight = Gross Weight – Tare Weight 

In the customized solution, the volume of LPN is only 
 calculated based on dimensions, meaning volume itself 
 cannot be directly changed. So volume is always  automatically 
calculated from given dimensions. Container items are 
 divided to Box Type (IN-TO) and Pallet Type (ON-TO). 

When the Box Type container item is selected, dimensions 
are defaulted automatically from the Container Item Master 
Data Dimensions. If needed, any of the dimensions can be 
manually changed, which automatically recalculates volume.

When the Pallet Type Container Item is selected, then only 
width and length dimensions are automatically taken from 
the Container Item Master Data Dimensions. Height is 

 calculated based on the height of the pallet itself and based 
on product item volumes on top of the pallet. The height 
 calculation formula is: 

Height = Height of the Container Item + (Total LPN  Product 
Item Volumes / Container Item Width / Container Item 
Length)

For example, if the pallet container item master data height 
dimension is 15 cm, width is 80 cm, length is 120 cm,  volume 
of the packed product items are 1m3, and the calculated 
height of the items on to pallet based on total volume of the 
items and width and length of the pallet is 104 cm, then the 
height dimension calculation is: 

Height = 15cm + (1m3/80cm/120cm) = 15cm + 104cm = 119cm  
(See Figure 1.)

Users can always measure the real height of the pallet and 
 update the height at the customized “Update LPN” screen. 
For us, volume always means total volume including the 
 container item volume, which means the pallet itself is taken 
into the calculation for total volume.

Customized Concurrent Run Automatic Container 
Update LPNs  
To be able to automate updating full-size, single-item 
 package LPNs with the container item, we built a customized 
 concurrent request run. The idea is that this concurrent run 
checks setup data and updates all LPNs accordingly when the 
setup data matches LPN item onhands. In Container Item 
Relationship descriptive flexfields (DFFs), there is defined 
container item information for this specific container-item/
item relationship. This is especially handy for palletized items 
because the height of the full-size, single-item pallets varies 
depending on product. 

Figure 1: Customized MSCA page Update LPN
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As the Finish Good (FG) Item Master information is globally 
harmonized, meaning the same item has the same packing 
sizes in all warehouses, it was decided that container item 
 relationship data is set up at the master level. This way, we 
need only a single setup per item, which eliminates the need 
to do the same setting in each inventory organization. 

Running this concurrent as a scheduled request, we are 
 getting automatically a large amount of LPNs — that are 
stored in our warehouses — updated with correct container 
item  information. Without this automated LPN updating 
 process, we would not have had the possibility of a feasible 
and  efficient way to update all LPNs in our warehouses. 

Customized Visibility to Updated LPN  
Dimensions Data  
One of the key challenges with LPN dimensions (length, 
width, height) was that as these fields in our solution are 
 added as new DFFs for LPN, there is no good visibility 
 afterwards as to what the dimensions are. So, we needed to 
build a visibility screen. Our approach was to build the new 
screen on top of our previously customized “Transportation 
Planning Form.” With this screen, it is easy to see all key 
data for each LPN, and it is also easy to see all LPN data for 
a whole delivery at one time. Our main use for this visibility 
allows users to double check, if needed, what data is being 
updated for each LPN. 

Customized Packing Workbench Tool   
We saw that we needed to improve our system support for 
packing stations in our outbound warehouse process.  Earlier, 
we had physical packing stations to perform physical packing 
operations, but we did not use the existing  standard  Oracle 
Packing Workbench. The main reasons to start looking 
at using the Oracle Packing Workbench tool were that 
 earlier we were forced to use paper picking lists to show all 
 special  packing requirements since MSCA picking screen 
 attachments cannot manage to handle a variety of special 
packing information data. Also, there was a strong need to 
separate picking and packing processes to make sure that 
both operations could be run most efficiently. 

At the beginning, there were three options for packing tool 
for packing stations: 
• Use Oracle Standard Packing Workbench.
• Modify Oracle Standard Packing Workbench for our needs.
• Customize a totally new Packing Workbench Tool.
We decided to customize a totally new Packing Workbench 

Tool. The main reasons for our decision: 
• Uponor provides a large variety of logistics services for our 

customers, and there are a lot of customer/order-specific 
packing requirements. Visibility options for those were 
limited in the standard Oracle Packing Workbench version.

• The “standard” Oracle Packing Workbench was not seen as 
user friendly and was missing certain features to meet our 
needs: 
– Query by variety of options.
– Query consolidated deliveries by single packing station 

and link one or more consolidation areas.
– View deliveries by tree view.

Why a Customized Packing  
Workbench Tool?

•  We are providing a large variety of logistics services 
for customers; there are many kinds of customer/
order-specific packing requirements.

•  Standard Oracle Packing Workbench was not seen as 
user friendly and lacked necessary features.

•  Without a proper packing tool, we performed 
picking with the help of a picking list that included 
packing details or applications screens for picking.

•  MSCA attachments were inadequate for showing 
packing requirements to fulfill needs.

•  There was a strong need to separate picking and 
packing to make sure both operations can be run 
efficiently.

Why LPN Usage at Warehouse 
Outbound Operations was  
Enhanced
•  Transportation companies (especially for export 

shipments) require detailed packing information: 
-  How many and what kind of packages we deliver.
-   Exact volume, dimensions and weight  information.
-  Identification of packages with logistics labels 

containing Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) 
information.

-  Delivery documents containing accurate package  
information.

-  Information in good data format to be exchanged 
with  carrier systems, e.g., trend toward paperless 
integrations and processes.

•  Good service for customers:
 - Shipments delivered with proper delivery and 

packing  documentation that is correct and 
 detailed and goods  correctly labeled.

•  Special packing requirements are fulfilled.
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– Show deliveries by priority order for packer.
– Show only deliveries that are fully consolidated, which 

means they are ready to be packed.
– Update LPN features, dimensions and weight update 

options.
– Direct staging by Putaway rules when complete  

LPN Packing.
– Additional “smaller” nice-to-have features.

Implementation Challenges:   
Variety of Requirements
The main implementation challenges were related to the 
different kinds of requirements for the outbound  process. 
 Europe is dispersed geographically by countries and 
 nationalities to different local markets and their needs. 
 Customers and carriers vary a lot between countries, and 
country-specific regulations still exist. This means the 
model that fits one country won’t work in another country. 
 Regulations for export shipments require special attention;  
it is a must to take care of these. 

Uponor’s product portfolio varies from small-size fittings 
to very large products. Storage of these large products is 

 commonly done at  warehouse 
outdoor areas, which  increases 
the challenges for  warehouse 
processes compared to 
 traditional indoor warehouse 
processes. Also important is 
that the size of the  warehouses 
varies a lot. The model that is 
efficient in a big warehouse 
won’t  necessarily be the same in 
a small-size warehouse. 

Level of Harmonization at 
 Logistics Service Offering
In some of our markets, there 
are big needs for different kinds 
of special packing and delivery 
services. Other markets may 
have the opposite situation or 
at least can have different kinds 
of services required. Building 
cost-efficient processes that are 
supported by a WMS system is 
not easy in such a situation. 

Change Management
It is very important is to get 
“buy-in” and commitment from 
the whole logistics  organization. 
This takes a long time, and 
implementing new processes is 
a big effort. The challenge was 

to justify additional work for the warehouses to gain better 
customer service and transportation management. Packing 
items correctly and updating LPNs with exact information is 
clearly some additional work for the warehouse. It required a 
lot of change management to prove that what we are doing is 
worthwhile and is our way forward. 

Customizing MSCA
This is much different than customizing EBS application 
forms, as Java coding is needed. Finding the right partner for 
this work was the most important step. 

Support/Maintenance of Customizations
When doing any customization, it is necessary to think about 
how to manage support and how much effort is required for 
future maintenance. This is especially important when doing 
transactional customizations, which was the case in most 
of the customizations in our scenario. Also, there is always 
extra work when doing patching, especially with Rollup 
Patches (RUPs) and version upgrades; every time, there is a 
risk of impact to customizations, and this requires  additional 
 evaluation and testing. We have already been required to 
modify our MSCA customizations because of Oracle patching 
or upgrades. 

Customized Packing Workbench

OLD PROCESS: Loose item picking & packing

• Challenging if there are different pickers in different warehouse areas > Merge of LPNs
• Common problem is that Physical packing will not match how it looks like in Oracle

Picker picking
with support

of Picking List

Picker Drops
LPN to Staging
Line (in Oracle)

Picker physically drops goods
to Packing Station and does
required packing activities

Picker moves
goods physically

to staging

Picker updates
LPNs accordingly

Customized Packing Workbench

NEW PROCESS: Loose item picking & packing

• Picker can focus on picking efficiently and not worry about packing
• Multiple pickers can be used for different picking zones as merge is not a problem
• Physical packing matches Oracle Information as packing is done properly in 

Packing Stations with Packing Workbench

Picker picking
within own

area

Picker Drops LPN to 
Consolidation Area

Packer COMPLETES packing in 
Packing Station both

PHYSICALLY & IN THE SYSTEM

Packed LPNs are moved to
staging lines
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Master Data
Having correct item master data as weights and volumes is 
very important. At the starting point, this information was 
not at a reliable level. Measuring all items is demanding work 
and needs coordination and resources. It was also important 
to harmonize container item usage across warehouses to 
 minimize maintenance work.

Lessons Learned:
• The first thing is to define the right processes. If processes 

are not properly defined in the beginning, crucial issues 
may occur later on. 

• Use enough time for defining processes. This cannot ever 
be underestimated. 

• Have a project team that represents different  warehouses 
across operations. Different warehouses in different 
 countries have different needs. Taking all of them into 
 account will help you end up with a better solution. 

• Buy-in and management commitment to new processes are 
essential. Resistance to change can ruin the adoption of all 
new processes, even if system wise everything is ready  
and working. 

• Do not underestimate the effort needed for MSCA 
 customizations. Think twice before customizing MSCA. 

• Partner with professionals only. Take time to select the 
most suitable partner to work with MSCA. 

• Create only efficient solutions. If solutions are not  efficient 
enough, resistance to using new business processes 
 increases rapidly. Efficient solutions will help a lot with 
change management and buy-in. 

• Create only flexible solutions. The world is changing, and 
even if you think you have built a 100 percent best  solution, 
the next day someone might come and have a new kind 
of requirement. This means that solutions need to be 
 adaptable to different business requirements, today and also 
in the future, without rewriting customizations or creating 
the need for major master data work. At least the solution 
should be adjustable with minor changes or extensions 
to fulfill future new requirements instead of recoding 
 everything. u

Jukka Pelkonen is the lead concept owner in 
Supply Chain and Offering at Uponor and 
is located in Finland. He has more than 13 
years’ experience with Oracle EBS, including 
playing a major role in 18 different rollout or 
upgrade projects across Europe.
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This article focuses on the basic steps in setting up  multi-period 
 accounting in Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) Payables using 
 Sub-Ledger Accounting and the common mistakes that people  
make during setup. 

MULTI-PERIOD 

ACCOUNTINGIN

SUBRAMANI THULASIRAM AND DAVID BOGLE, NATIONAL BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLEAND  
HOW TO INTEGRATE 

IT TO PROJECTS
A BETTER WAY TO RECORD, PROCESS AND REPORT PRE-PAID EXPENSES.
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We also cover the lack of  functionality in EBS to support 
transfer of  multi-period entries to the  Projects module.  
We will share how we  overcame the deficiency to successfully 
make multi-period accounting work in  projects  mirroring the 
accounts payable entries  

Multi‐period Accounting   
Multi-period Accounting is a standard Oracle EBS function 
in the Accounts Payable module that enables expenses to be 
recognized over multiple  periods. This is an option available 
at the invoice line level that can be enabled for both purchase 
order (PO) matched and  unmatched manual invoices. You 
need to select the “Deferred Option”  checkbox and specify the 
start date, number of periods and period type (days, weeks, 
months or years).   

Environment and Expectations 
Founded in 1915, the National Board of Medical  Examiners 
(NBME) is an  independent, not-for-profit  organization 
that serves the  public through its high-quality assessments 
of healthcare professionals. NBME is a project-driven 
 organization using Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.3, in 
a single  legal  entity, single operating unit and non-Multiple 
Reporting Currencies (non-MRC) environment. Modules 
used include AP, AR, GL, FA,  Purchasing, i-expenses, OTL, 
Projects, Cash  Management, Order Management and HR. 

Purchase orders are created from  purchase requisitions 
entered by end users with expense account coding.  Purchase 
orders also contain  Project, Organization, Expenditure Type, 
Task and Expenditure Date (POET)  information. Invoices 
for these are  created by matching to purchase  orders. In 
some cases, these are  pre-paid  invoices that are paid well in 
 advance for future services/goods.   

We wanted to record expense of such pre-paid invoice lines 
over a given  period. Also, we wanted the  information to flow 
into projects in the same fashion as information flows into GL 
from AP. We reconcile the  Projects amounts by  expenditure 
type to GL account balances. In addition, we wanted the 
 capability to report on the amortized expense details for 
 reconciling the pre-paid expense account balances in GL. 

Setting up Multi‐period Accounting 
The setup of multi-period accounting is straightforward, 
but it is a multi-step process. The setup starts at the  lowest 
level, which is the journal line type, and ends when the 
ledger setup is updated to use the new Subledger Accounting 
Method (SLAM). The setup has flexibility to allow invoking 
rules based on certain conditions, but care should be taken 
while setting up the rules to handle both “meets” and “not 
meets” conditions. For example, we would like to use the PO 
charge account while expensing monthly amortized amounts 
for  invoice lines that have PO line information but use the 
 invoice distribution account entered for other lines that do 

not have the PO line information. Failure to handle the in 
and out conditions will result in exceptions during create 
 accounting process.   

Complete multi-period account setup steps are detailed in 
Exhibit A (page 28) for our requirement above.  

Shortcomings of the Standard Multi‐period  
Accounting Process 
The standard multi-period accounting process does have 
some major shortcomings that did not help us attain the time 
savings and efficiency we were hoping to gain (See Figure 1):

• Lack of functionality to feed projects module with 
 information about multi-period amounts is one of them. 
When Payables Invoice information is interfaced to 
 projects module, the full invoice line amount is transferred 
to projects in the same month of the invoice, irrespective 
of the start date of multi-period accounting specified at 
the  invoice line. But the information is sent to GL properly 
based on the multi-period setup. 

• The projects and GL amounts are different, so these 
 transactions have to be reconciled manually. 

• There is no standard reporting available to see what has 
been expensed so far and what is due for expensing in the 
future. This makes it very difficult to reconcile the pre-paid 
account balance in GL.

NBME’s Solutions to the Missing Functionality 
We addressed the missing functionality with this custom 
 solution (See Figure 2): 

• We created a custom program that pulls information from 
the SLA accounting tables and interfaces it to the  Projects 
module like a Supplier Invoice transaction. The logic is 
to first reverse (create similar transaction with  negative 
amount) the full invoice line amount transaction for the 

Missing in the Standard  
Multi-period Accounting Process 
For a given invoice line with deferred expense 
 recognition.

• Full invoice line amount is transferred to projects 
and accounted in the current period.

• Amount transferred to GL from payables for a  
given period does not match amount interfaced  
to  projects. 

• Unable to report on expense amortization 
 information. 

• Unable to easily reconcile pre-paid account balance 
in GL with subledger.

Figure 1: 
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multi-period invoice line created in projects by the  standard 
“PRC: Interface Supplier Costs” program. Then, pull 
 accounted information that has been transferred to GL for 
the given period from SLA module and stage the records in 
the PA_TRANSACTIONS_INTERFACE_ALL table. 

 Once the information is staged, it is marked as processed in 
the SLA tables using a descriptive flexfield (DFF) to prevent 
it from getting pulled again. The staged records can then 
be pulled into projects via the standard “PRC: Transaction 
Import” program. This enables us to easily reconcile the GL 
amounts to Project amounts.   

 See Exhibit B (page 30) for the query to get the information 
from SLA tables for a given invoice line and period. 

• We created custom reports using information from the SLA 
tables. The report provides detailed information on which 
invoice line has been expensed, how much and what is left 
of it, and when it will be expensed. This gives us a complete 
picture of all the multi-period transactions, and we are able 
to reconcile our GL pre-paid balance accurately. This report 
can be run any time, giving you up-to-date information.

 See Exhibit B (page 30) for the query, which can be  slightly 

modified to obtain balance/reconciliation reports by 
 eliminating the clause in the query that limits the selection 
of record for reporting. 

Lessons Learned During Setup and Implementation  
There is good documentation available for setting up 
multi-period accounting, but here are some of the things we 
learned during the setup and implementation:

• When creating a new setup, use the copy functionality  
on the screens to duplicate the standard item and make 
changes to the new one. This way, all the  standard 
 functionality is still maintained, and you do not risk 
 overwriting the standard setup. 

• When setting up account derivation rules, make sure to 
use conditions to execute the rule only when the deferred 
option is checked in the invoice line. If not, the rule will fire 
for every line of your invoice, and you will have incomplete/
incorrect accounting. 

 When setting up the account derivation rule for the 
 journal line description, have the first rule to derive the 
 complete  accounting combination without any  conditions. 
 Subsequently, add rules to derive specific values for 

Please note that these steps for using multi-period accounting 
are based on Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.3

1) Set up two new Journal Line Types.
Payables SuperUser – Setup-Accounting Setups – Subledger 
Accounting Setup – Accounting Methods Builder – Journal 
Entry Setups – Journal Line Types 

•  The first Journal Line Type is a new Journal Line Type 
created for Expense Recognition. 

•  The Second Journal Line Type is for Item expense and  
is copied from the standard “Item Expense” Journal  
Line Type.

2) Set up New Journal Line Definition.  
It is always recommended to copy from the existing standard 
Journal Line definition.

Create a new Journal Line definition NBME MPA ACCRUAL_
INVOICES_ALL by copying definition from ACCRUAL_IN-
VOICES_ALL. Uncheck the Active flag on the Standard Item 
Expense Journal Line Type. This way, the Journal Line Type 
will be used instead of the standard line type. 

Create a new record for the Journal Line Type you created in 
Step 1.

The next step is to derive the Account Derivation Rule. But 
before that, create the “Mapping Set” to derive the pre-paid 
expense Natural account. This is specifically needed for 
 Invoice lines matched to a PO that you are planning to defer, 
as the distribution chart of accounts is inherited from a PO 
document that usually has an expense account coded and 
cannot be changed in the invoice. 

• Create a mapping set with list of input and output values. 
• Create a new account derivation rule using the mapping set 

above, and make sure the condition is set up properly. In 
this case, this account derivation rule will kick in only when 
the “Deferred” flag is checked on the invoice line.   

• Create another rule for deriving the “Unit” segment of 
the chart of accounts. Make sure the condition is set up 
 properly to execute when you want it to. 

Now, set up the Journal Line Type with the Account 
 Derivation Rules created above. It is important to have the 
first rule set up to generate a default chart of account value 
without any conditions. The custom rules can then be applied 
subsequently to derive values for individual chart of account 
segments.   

EXHIBIT A 
SET UP STEPS 
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NBME’s Solution to Address  
Missing Functionality  
• Created custom concurrent program.

– To pull information from SLA tables.
– Reverse the full invoice line amount in projects.
– Create new expenditures in projects for the GL 

amount transferred in a given month.
– Used the standard “PRC: Transaction Import” 

 process to pull above adjustments into projects.
– This custom program is run as part of month-end 

process.
• Created custom reports.

– To select information from SLA tables.
– Provide detail amortization information.
– Provide information on what has been expensed/

remaining.
– Can be run at any time 

Figure 2: 

Select the newly created Journal Line Type and click on the 
Multi-Period Accounting button. In the options section, select 
the options needed. Please note that selecting “360 days” 
for “proration type” expenses the amount equally over the 
 number of periods selected during invoice line creation. 

Click on the Line Assignments to assign the line types  
created earlier. 

• The first line type is the credit account derivation for  
each month. 

• The second line type is the debit account derivation for the 
expense recognition 

The setup for the NBME MPA Expense Rule is below. This is 
important to handle both purchase order matched invoices 
and manually entered invoices. 

3) Set up a new AAD (Application Accounting Definition) 
by copying from standard Accrual Basis and assign the new 
Journal Line definition created above to the Invoice event 
class.  Make sure to validate the complete AAD.   
Payables SuperUser – Setup-Accounting Setups – Subledger 
Accounting Setup – Accounting Methods Builder – Methods 
and Definitions – Application Accounting Definitions 

4) Create a new Subledger Accounting Method (SLAM) by 
copying from standard SLAM Standard Accrual. Assign the 
new AAD to the Payables Application.   
Payables SuperUser – Setup-Accounting Setups – Subledger 
Accounting Setup – Accounting Methods Builder – Methods 
and Definitions – Subledger Accounting Methods 

5) Update the Ledger Setup to use the new SLAM for your 
operating unit.   
Payables SuperUser – Setup-Accounting Setups – Ledger 
Setup – Define – Accounting setups 

Click on Update against your operating unit and update the 
SLAM to the new one you created. Save the changes.

6) Now when the Create Accounting is run in payables, the 
invoice lines deferred for multi-period expense recognition 
are staged in the SLA module with the line amounts split 
across periods. 

7) To account the multi-period expense for every  period, 
run the concurrent request “Complete –Multi-period 
Accounting” to transfer entries from the SLA module to 
General Ledger.

 segments of the combination by using conditions. This 
way, the  create accounting will not error out because of an 
incomplete  accounting combination. 

• When setting up the multi-period options for the journal 
line description, make sure to select the prorate type based 
on your needs. If you would like equal amounts in every 
period, select the “360 days” value instead of period name. 
Also, the line assignment should be set up completely to 
avoid any accounting entries. 

• Any change to the setup at any level may invalidate the 
 Application Accounting Definition (AAD). So after every 
change, make sure the invoice class in the AAD is “Valid.” 

Conclusion  
Implementing multi-period accounting saved us more than 
eight hours during month-end processing. The basic setup 
needed has been documented well and is straightforward. 
The key to implementing this successfully is to understand 
how the rules and conditions work. Our custom process 
 enhancements made it more worthwhile for reporting and 
made the process completely automatic by eliminating 
 manual uploads and reconciliation (See Figure 3). u
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select    a.event_type_code,          a.ae_header_id,              

b.ae_line_num,          b.description,             

b.gl_sl_link_id,          a.accounting_date,              

a.accounting_entry_status_code,            

a.gl_transfer_status_code,              

b.accounting_class_code,           

d.concatenated_segments,  

decode(b.accounting_class_code,’LIABILITY’,(- 

1*f.unrounded_entered_cr),f.unrounded_entered_dr)  

amount,              

a.period_name,          f.applied_to_dist_id_num_1,             

g.project_id,          g.task_id,              

g.expenditure_type,          g.invoice_line_number inv_

line_num,  

 

h.name org_name,          g.expenditure_organization_id 

exp_org_id,          

decode(b.accounting_class_code,’LIABILITY’,g.dist_

code_combination_id,b.code_combination_i  

d) code_combination_id,          g.invoice_id invoice_id    

from  xla_ae_headers a,            

xla_Ae_lines   b,            

ap_invoices_all c,            

gl_code_combinations_kfv d,           

xla_transaction_entities e,            

xla_distribution_links   f,           

ap_invoice_distributions_all g,                                                           

hr_organization_units        h  

EXHIBIT B 
QUERY TO PULL INFORMATION FROM SLA TABLE FOR CUSTOM 
PROCESSING AND REPORTING

David Bogle CPA, MBA, controller at the 
National Board of Medical  Examiners, 
has more than 23 years of experience in a 
variety of accounting roles across multiple 
industries. He has used Oracle E-Business 
Suite financials module for nearly 10 years.

Subramani Thulasiram is a manager in 
Application Management at the  National 
Board of Medical  Examiners with more 
than 20 years of IT  experience. He has 
been implementing and supporting Oracle 
E-Business Suite for the last 17 years in 
both technical and functional roles.

What We Achieved 
• Savings of 8 hours per month.
• Automated process to manage pre-paid expense 

recognition.
• Visibility to detail amortization information.
• Better reporting capability.
• Easier reconciliation to GL.

Figure 3: 

References
1  Oracle Subledger Accounting Implementation Guide Release 12.1 Part No. 

E13628-04 1315106.1.
2  R12.x: Subledger Accounting: White Paper on Multi Period Accounting.
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where  a.ae_header_id             = b.ae_header_id   

and    d.code_combination_id     =  

decode(b.accounting_class_code,’LIABILITY’,g.dist_

code_combination_id,b.code_combination_i d)      

and     e.source_id_int_1       = c.invoice_id    

and     e.entity_code         = ‘AP_INVOICES’    

and    b.accounting_class_code in (‘LIABILITY’,’EXPENSE’)    

and   g.invoice_distribution_id   = f.applied_to_dist_id_num_1                                                             

and     e.entity_id         = a.entity_id    

and    g.expenditure_organization_id   = h.organization_id    

and     b.ae_header_id            = f.ae_header_id    

and     b.ae_line_num             = f.ae_line_num   

and    c.invoice_id          =<invoice_id>

and     g.invoice_line_number       =<invoice_line_number>

and     a.period_name            =<period_name>

and     a.accounting_entry_status_code   = ‘F’   

and     a.gl_transfer_status_code        = ‘Y’    

and     b.attribute15 is null ;                                

A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
OAUG associate members have the 

opportunity to host educational sessions, 

which are held several times each month. 

These interactive webcasts provide 

information about a variety of products 

and services that complement Oracle 

Applications. Visit oaug.org and click  

on the “Partners” tab for details.

If you are an Associate member of the OAUG and 
would like to host a Vendor Awareness session, visit 
oaug.org and click on the “Partners” tab, or send an 

e-mail to mnessing@oaug.org, or call +1 404.760.8179.

OAUG Vendor  
Awareness Sessions

Reserve your session today!
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HEALTH 
CHECKS 
FOR THE 
ORACLE 
STACK 

ORAchk

Oracle has released the ORAchk Health Checks Tool (Doc ID 
1268927.2) to identify potential issues with various components of the 
Oracle Applications stack. The script available with this tool can be 
run on different components of the Oracle Applications stack. The tool 
provides the following features:

• Proactively scans for the most impactful problems across the various 
layers of the stack.

• Simplifies and streamlines how to investigate and  analyze which 
known issues present a risk to the  environment.

• Lightweight tool that runs within your environment without 
 requiring config data to be sent to Oracle.

• High-level reports show the system’s health risks, with the ability to 
drill down into specific problems and understand their resolutions.

• Can be configured to send email notifications when it detects 
 problems.

• Collection Manager, a companion Application Express Web app, 
provides a single dashboard view of collections across your entire 
enterprise.
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The script can be run on any of the following components of 
the stack:

• Oracle Database.
• Enterprise Manager Could Control (12c Only).
• Oracle E-Business Suite.
• Oracle Hardware Systems.
• Oracle Siebel.

Geokinetics implemented the above script on its  production 
instance of the Oracle E-Business Suite stack in July 2015. 
The report generated by the script provided detailed 
 information with regard to the Operating System,  Database 
and the Servers. It also provided a health score for the 
 instance.  

The script highlighted areas of Database server settings, 
Database settings, Application Workflow-related  exception 
transactions, AP Invoices, AP Payments, Suppliers and 
 Supplier Contacts, Order Management headers and lines, etc. 
It also identified database locks and waits, if any. 

The script then listed various areas within the  application and 
provided a list of checks it  performed and the result of each of 
those checks. The status on each script indicated whether an 

 action was recommended/required to be  performed or 
not. The  recommendation  provided by the script listed 
the specific  transaction  details and the Oracle Support 
note to address the  identified issue. The referenced 
notes provided steps to get the issue resolved. 

We reviewed and addressed the issues  identified by 
the script by following the  recommendations  provided 
 within the results for each script. The steps to resolve 
some of the issues took  longer than others,  depending 
on the type of issue  encountered on the  instance. 

Resolving issues identified by the scripts helped us 
clean up transactions that had errors, of which we were 
 previously unaware. Cleaning up some of the workflow 
errors also helped with having a cleaner interface for 
workflow administration. 

For those considering using ORAchk scripts, I 
 recommend downloading and installing them on a 
non-production  instance and running it there first to 

ensure it does not cause any performance issue with the 
instance. Once satisfied with the length of time it takes to run 
on the non-production instance and the results of the scripts, 
install and run it on the production instance.

Geokinetics plans on continuing to run the script on a 
 periodic basis to not only resolve the issues arising on the 
application, but also to prevent them from occurring in the 
future. u 

Ketan Thanki is the Director of  Enterprise 
Applications at  Geokinetics. He is also a 
current member of the OAUG Board of 
Directors and also serves as the Treasurer. 
He has more than 16 years of experience 
working with Oracle Applications.

This article first appeared in the September OAUG Support in Focus electronic newsletter, the official  publication 
of the OAUG Customer Support Council. Serving as an advocate for OAUG members, the OAUG Customer 
 Support Council meets regularly with Oracle Support to discuss customers’ support-related challenges, concerns 
and ideas. 

OAUG Support in Focus is published quarterly, exclusively for OAUG members. Visit oaug.org/supportinfocus  
for the latest issue.

Learn more about the OAUG Customer Support Council at oaug.org/resources/csc.

Contact the Customer Support Council at support@oaug.org.
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a Chance of Clouds 
AT ORACLE

FAIR SKIES,

OpenWorld 15

The atmosphere was charged with energy as more than 
55 OAUG Geographic (Geo) and Special Interest Groups 
(SIGs) hosted meetings during the Oracle Users Forum on 
Sunday. The gathering precipitated enthusiastic networking 
and discourse throughout the day as participants had the 
 opportunity to learn from other customers using similar 
products or working in a specific geographic area. Find more 
information about the OAUG’s Geos and SIGs beginning on 
page 36 in this issue of OAUG Insight magazine.  

The OAUG has been helping Oracle Applications users do 
their jobs better for 25 years. With a nod to the OAUG’s 
25th anniversary, OAUG staff members Karen Daniel and 
 Cindy Force presented 25 Reasons to be an OAUG Member 
on  Sunday morning. Featuring stories from actual OAUG 
 members, the session highlighted how membership in the 
OAUG delivers a return on investment in the form of time and 
cost savings, relevant knowledge and skills, pertinent help and 
advice, increased confidence and capabilities, and influence 

with Oracle. Don’t worry if you missed us at OpenWorld, you 
can watch the compelling video online: http://bit.ly/1Qrpj91.

Also on Sunday, OAUG staff members Molly Whobrey 
and Marci Nessing hosted the Young Professionals Forum 
 Meet-Up for young and new professionals beginning their 
careers with Oracle Applications. The session introduced 
 attendees to the OAUG resources that can help them network 
to establish important professional connections and gain 
access to valuable education. The OAUG Young Professionals 
Forum holds conference calls every other month to discuss 
the hot topics in the Oracle Applications community and 
 general information young professionals need to know. 

The OAUG was also represented by a number of its members 
who were selected to share their knowledge and experiences 
as education session presenters during Oracle OpenWorld 
2015.

OAUG volunteers and staff welcomed Oracle OpenWorld 
attendees to the OAUG table during the Sunday Users 
 Forum and at the Users Groups Pavilion, where they had 
the  opportunity to learn more about the benefits of OAUG 
 membership. Find out why You are the OAUG at  
http://oaug.org/membership.

Thousands of professionals 
rolled in to San Francisco for 
Oracle OpenWorld 2015, which 
was held October 25-29, 2015. 
Amid the  numerous exciting 
 announcements from Oracle 
floating around, the accumulated 
masses drifted through the week, 
gaining visibility and clarity into 
products, trends, practices  
and people.
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Team OAUG Celebrates 25 Years
Invited guests enjoyed cocktails and hors d’oeuvres in the vibrant IBM Bluemix Garage to celebrate the OAUG’s  
25th anniversary. 

Congratulations to our OpenWorld Winners!
Thank you to everyone who visited the OAUG at Oracle 
OpenWorld or entered the 25th Anniversary drawing on 
oaug25.org.  Each of these winners received a $25 Amazon 
gift card!
• Mario Santavale, 1st Milestone.
• Brian Gardner, AAR Corp. 
• Chuck Persky, Performance Architects.

• Jacqui Taylor, AWE.
• Gavin Wong, Sierra Wireless.
• Alan Hansen, Gap.
• Steve Schafer, Tennessee Valley Authority.
• Jeff Vold, Hazelden.

Grand prize winner, Margaret Carter of Carnegie 
 Mellon University, will get a FREE REGISTRATION TO 
 COLLABORATE 16!

The event was sponsored by IBM and the IBM Bluemix Garage. 

Photos by Joey Sirmons
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UPDATE ON GEOGRAPHIC 
USER GROUPS (GEOS)

What is a Geographic User Group (Geo)? 
Geographic user groups (Geos) are independent OAUG 
 affiliated user groups that bring together a variety of  Oracle 
Applications users within a defined  geographic  region.  
Geos create opportunities for participants to  discuss a 
 variety of applications and share ideas.  Currently, the 
OAUG has Geo affiliates in the continental United States, 
Canada, AsiaPac, Latin America and EMEA.  

There are many benefits of participation in a user’s local 
Geo. These benefits include: 
• Opportunities to learn tips and tricks for installation, 

integration, utilization and maintenance of  
Oracle Applications.

• Knowledge of best practices from colleagues utilizing 
Oracle Applications.

• Local meetings and training sessions featuring  
Oracle experts.

• Direct access to local Oracle management and  
much more.  

A complete list of Geo groups, upcoming meetings,  
website addresses and contact information is available  
at oaug.org under the User Communities tab.

2015 Geographic User Groups
• Atlanta OAUG
• AUSOUG (Australia)
• Central States OAUG
• Colorado OAUG 
• DC-OAUG
• Eastern States OAUG*
• Florida OAUG
• German Oracle Users Group (DOAG)
• Heartland OUG
• India OAUG
• Japan-OAUG
• Latin OAUG
• Michigan OAUG
• Mid-Atlantic OAUG
• Nevada OAUG*
• New England OAUG*
• New Jersey OAUG
• North Central OAUG*
• Northern California OAUG*
• Northern Ohio OAUG*
• Northwest OUG
• NYC Metro OAUG (New York City)
• Ohio Valley OAUG*
• Oklahoma-Arkansas OAUG
• Pittsburgh OAUG
• San Diego OAUG
• Southern Ontario OAUG
• Southwest Regional OAUG*
• Texas/Louisiana OAUG
• Twin Cities Financials OAUG
• Twin Cities Manufacturing OAUG
*Special Acknowledgement – 2015 OAUG Geo/SIG  Certificate of  
Distinction Award Recipient.

UPDATE ON SPECIAL 
INTEREST GROUPS (SIGS)

What is a Special Interest Group (SIG)? 
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) are user groups that bring 
together participants that share a common interest with 
specific Oracle Applications products. SIGs may also 
represent a specific industry, such as the public sector or 
manufacturing. Additional SIGs are affiliated in response 
to the development and expansion of the family of Oracle 
Applications. SIGs are open for worldwide membership and 
operate online communities, with many hosting meetings 
at the annual COLLABORATE or Oracle OpenWorld con-
ferences.

A complete list of SIGs, upcoming meetings, website 
addresses and contact information is available at oaug.org 
under the User Communities tab.

2015 Special Interest Groups 
• ADI SIG
• AP SIG*
• AR, Credit & Collections SIG*
• Archive & Purge SIG
• Assets SIG*
• BI Publisher SIG
• Channel Revenue SIG
• Cloud ERP SIG
• Communications MetaSolv Solution SIG
• Configurator SIG*
• Cost Management SIG*
• CRM On Demand SIG
• Customer Experience Community (CXC)
• Customization and Alternatives SIG    
• Database SIG*
• Discrete Manufacturing SIG
• E-Business Applications Technology SIG*
• E-Business Suite SIG
• E-Business Suite User Management SIG*
• EDI (e-Commerce Gateway) SIG
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• Endeca SIG
• Energy & Utilities SIG
• Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) SIG*
• Enterprise Manager for Applications SIG
• Fusion Middleware SIG
• General Ledger (GL) SIG*
• Governance, Risk & Compliance SIG
• Government Contractor SIG
• Hyperion SIG
• Incentive Compensation SIG
• Logistics SIG
• Master Data Management SIG
• Migration and Integration SIG
• Mobile Apps for EBS SIG
• Multi-National SIG*
• Oracle Business Intelligence –  
   Big Data SIG (OBI-BD SIG)
• Oracle Primavera SIG (OPSIG)
• Oracle Tax Management SIG
• Order Management & Advanced Pricing (QP) SIG
• OTM SIG
• Process Manufacturing SIG
• Procurement SIG
• Projects SIG
• Public Sector SIG* – now includes Federal SIG
• Siebel SIG
• SysAdmin SIG
• UPK SIG
• Upgrade SIG
• Value Chain Planning SIG – now includes Demantra SIG
• Workflow SIG
*Special Acknowledgement – 2015 OAUG Geo/SIG Certificate of  
Distinction Award Recipient.

From MPL5 to Release 12.2
O2Works Consultants have 
been there every 
step of the way. 

With experience dating back to one of Oracle's �rst 
releases of the Applications, MPL5, O2Works has the 

knowledge and expertise to be your trusted consulting 
partner. From installs and upgrades, conversions and 

rollouts, to end-user training on Release 12.2, our 
consultants have the technical pro�ciency and 

hands-on industry experience needed to make the 
E-Business Suite work for your business.

Call, email, or visit our Knowledge Works center where you 
can download white papers, presentations and more.

972.466.2260
info@o2works.com   
www.o2works.com

User Community News  

Stay up to date on upcoming  educational 
 webinars, conference calls and face-to-face 
events on the User Communities   
Announcements & News page at  
oaug.org/communities/announcements-news.

The OAUG’s Geos and SIGs offer news  
from  Oracle and educational opportunities 
all year long! To find your Geo or SIG, visit 
the OAUG’s User Communities page at  
oaug.org/communities.
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GEO-SIG NEWS 

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRS 

2015 has certainly been memorable.  
In addition to the numerous Geographic 
(Geo) and Special Interest Group (SIG) 
meetings that were held throughout the 
year, there were some highlights we’d 
like to mention:

• A great showing at COLLABORATE 
15 back in April. Our users  communities 
hosted 23 Geo and 46 SIG face-to-
face meetings, allowing attendees to 
 discuss the hot topics for their region 
or focus area. The OAUG also honored 
10 Geos and 16 SIGs with the OAUG 
 Certificate of Distinction Award for 
their  dedication and commitment to 
seeking and sharing the highest level of 
information with participants.
• A highly visible presence at Oracle 
OpenWorld 2015. More than 60 Geo and 
SIG meetings featured users and  experts 
sharing best practices, time-saving tips 
and real-world, hands-on  experiences 
with their peers.

• Revitalized and newly formed groups. The BI Publisher 
and EDI SIGs resumed activities with a restored vigor early 
in 2015. The Mobil Apps for EBS SIG and the Oklahoma- 
Arkansas Geo became part of the OAUG Users Communities 
family later in the year. 

• Community enhancements and integration. To build a 
stronger community and to continue helping members find 
answers, the OAUG Board of Directors saw an  opportunity 
to evolve our business model to become more agile and 
relevant across the community. As a result, early in 2015, 
 several enhancements and integration processes were 
initiated to bring additional benefits to Geo and SIG groups 
including: 
– Investment in a new, modern website infrastructure.
– Increased administrative support.
– Expanded, integrated marketing support for Geo and SIG 

activities.
– Support for hosted meetings at COLLABORATE and 

 Oracle OpenWorld conferences.
We have been involved in testing and rolling out these 
 exciting new programs.

We see unity as an essential element to the success of 
our  future growth and sustainment. With the service 
 enhancements and closer alignment with OAUG  membership, 

BILL DUNHAM & JON RILEY   

Oklahoma-Arkansas  
Geographic User Group (Geo)
The Oracle Applications Users Group’s (OAUG)  newest 
 regional users community, the Oklahoma-Arkansas  Geographic User Group (Geo), was recently formed to convene 
Oracle Applications users in Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri. The group aims to enable Oracle Applications 
users within those states to network and share best practices with each other and local Oracle  representatives.

The inaugural meeting held in Tulsa, Okla., in September 2015  attracted more than 50 energetic and passionate 
 attendees. The group invites Oracle customers to bring their interests and  knowledge to future meetings in the region 
and to consider  volunteering for leadership roles to further establish the group’s priorities and direction. For more 
information, visit http://oaoaug.communities.oaug.org. u

Bill Dunham

Jon Riley
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NEWS FROM THE OAUG BOARD OF DIRECTORS                                                 

Contemporary, Robust Website Platform 
Elevates the User Experience  

In response to requests for more 
 administrative support and more 
user-friendly tools, the OAUG Board of 
Directors approved the investment in a 
new, modern Web infrastructure for its 
Geos and SIGs. Our goal is to help the 
groups focus on their unique interests 
and make it easier for them to deliver 
value via their websites.

 The new Web platform features:
• A contemporary look and feel.
• Streamlined administration to make the leaders’ job easier.
• Online networking and collaboration – highly valued by 

OAUG members.
• A convenient events calendar.
Over the summer, several OAUG Geo and SIG groups 
 migrated their data into the new platform and have been 
test driving the features and providing feedback. The early 
 assessments are extremely positive. You may preview a couple 
of the cool new websites:
• North Central Oracle Apps User Group -  

ncoaug.communities.oaug.org.
• Hyperion SIG - hyperion.communities.oaug.org.

The OAUG staff has been working with all Geo and SIG 
groups to migrate to the new platform by January 1, 2016. If 
you have questions about the process, please contact Geo/SIG 
Manager Molly Whobrey at mwhobrey@oaug.org. u

ALYSSA JOHNSON, BOARD LIAISON TO THE OAUG USER COMMUNITIES

we aim to tighten the integration of the OAUG and its Geos 
and SIGs and, together, position us to enhance the  overall 
OAUG  member experience to become a stronger, more 
 vibrant  organization.

We look forward to continuing our work with the OAUG and 
the Geo/SIG communities and invite your questions, feedback 
and suggestions. Contact Geo-sig@oaug.org. u

Bill Dunham and Jon Riley   
Geo/SIG Committee Co-Chairs
Email us at geo-sig@oaug.org.
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“One of the best 
things about OAUG 
 membership is 
 networking and 
 working with  
 different people.”

The networking opportunities that are made  possible 
at OAUG events may be the most valuable benefit of 
 membership. There is no doubt that the conferences, 
white papers and other resources that are provided are 
 informational gold mines. However, when you are starting a 
project to implement a new module and can make a contact 
that has been through the process and is willing to share their 
lessons learned, the benefits can be invaluable.

We recently implemented e-Commerce Gateway and Release 
Management. Prior to beginning the process, I met a business 
analyst at COLLABORATE in Vegas. He works for a  company 
that is similar in size to Worthington and also competes in 
the manufacturing sector. He had just completed a similar 
 implementation and encouraged me to reach out to him  
for help.

We did not have the in-house technical or functional  expertise 
to know how to handle all of the challenges and bumps 
in the road that we faced along the way. Digging through 
 implementation guides and white papers helped. But nothing 
compared to having that contact in my back pocket. Being 
able to reach out to someone who could help us quickly 
solve a problem or point us in the right direction with design 
 questions literally saved us hundreds of hours of wasted 
research and development costs.

I have met similar contacts at all of the OAUG events that 
I have attended. Admittedly, I have my collection of white 
papers and presentations that I save as reference materials. 
But in the end, my cherished collection of business cards has 
helped me the most.

It also doesn’t hurt to quantify some of the savings that my 
OAUG contacts have enabled when justifying why I should 
attend a conference in Las Vegas! u

Being able to reach out to someone 
who could help us quickly solve 
a problem or point us in the right 
direction with design questions 
literally saved us hundreds of 
hours of wasted research and 
development costs.

What members  

are saying about 

the OAUG

Don’t Celebrate Those “Light Bulb” 
Moments All Alone! 
Have you ever had an “aha” moment at an OAUG 
conference session? Did someone you met through 
networking lead you directly to the solution you were 
looking for? Does your organization supplement its 
employee training program with OAUG eLearning 
presentations?

Share how OAUG involvement helped you do your 
job better. What was the situation? What happened? 
How did it pay off?

You are the OAUG, and your stories are valuable to 
other members. Submit your idea or short article to 
OAUG Insight magazine editor Cindy Force,  
cforce@oaug.org. We’ll turn your story into tips and 
tricks other members can use. We’ll profile you as 
an innovator and a hero.

And we’ll publish the information right here in OAUG 
Insight and other OAUG publications. All OAUG 
members submitting story ideas by December 31, 
2015, will be entered into a drawing to win a $100 
Amazon gift card. 

EVERYONE’S GOT A STORY
MATT YOUMANS, DELIVERY LEAD, WORTHINGTON INDUSTRIES
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The OAUG is 
only as strong 
as the members 
that make up this 
users group, so 
we like to give 
individual thanks 
to  stand-out 
 members 
like  Michele 
 Cafferkey who 
help keep our 

 organization  valuable and  relevant. 

A senior manager of IT application 
 development for Skokie, Ill.-based  Forsythe 
Technology, Michele takes advantage of 
her ever-growing network of contacts from 
her almost 18 years working with  Oracle 
 products and 11 years with the OAUG 
to spread the word about the benefits 
of OAUG membership. She routinely 
 encourages colleagues from her own team 
at  Forsythe Technology to attend OAUG 
Special  Interest Group (SIG)  meetings 
 relevant to their business and take 
 advantage of the most appropriate OAUG 
whitepapers, newsletters and eLearning 
sessions. 

“The Oracle community is smaller than 
you think when you connect with  others 
who are experiencing similar Oracle issues 
and can share best practices,” said  Michele. 
“The knowledge sharing and  valuable 
networking opportunities provided 
through OAUG membership help  everyone, 
 including me, do their jobs better.”

Not only does Michele push others to 
join SIGs and committees, she herself 
is an active and valuable member of the 
OAUG Marketing and Communications 
 Committee for the past year and a half. 
This committee develops and reviews 
 marketing  initiatives, message  development 
and  channels of communication, so it is 
valuable to have such a strong voice as that 
of Michele’s to help carry out that mission. 

The committee 
also makes rec-
ommendations 
for enhancing 
the member 
and prospect 
experience, so 
 Michele defers 
to her own personal and professional list of 
contacts to get  feedback and information to 
relay back to the  committee.

In addition, she is a member of the  Order 
 Management SIG and looks  forward to 
 receiving and reading the latest  information 
from that specific,  application-focused 
group. The SIG  provides a forum for the 
sharing of  information,  experiences and 
best practices in the  implementation 
and effective usage of the Oracle Order 
 Management Application.

Michele also helps share her knowledge 
with the OAUG community by  speaking 
at  COLLABORATE conferences. At 
 COLLABORATE 11, she presented a case  
study of a successful project in regard to  
 auto-creating purchase orders and how her  
team piloted a different testing process  
for this. 

At  COLLABORATE 15, she talked about 
the value of taking a deeper dive into one’s 
process as a solution. It is not always a 
 technical fix to an issue, but oftentimes a 
tweak or tightening of one’s overall process 
that has an impact.

When she isn’t evangelizing the  member 
 benefits of the OAUG and promoting 
quality content to like-minded individuals, 
Michele spends her time with her three 
children as they root for their favorite 
college football team, Ohio State. Just as 
Ohio State’s strong  ranking makes the 
Big Ten stronger, so too does  Michele’s 
 contributions and active participation  
make the OAUG stronger. u 

OAUG MEMBER SNAPSHOT 
MICHELE CAFFERKEY
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MEMBER BENEFIT SHOWCASE 
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“I’d like to get more employees from my  company 
involved now, as I think everyone can learn 
 something from the OAUG and COLLABORATE.”

—Jean Farmer, KCI Technologies, Inc.

“Attend the conference and save your company time 
and resources. COLLABORATE helps me provide 
much better service to my company.”

—Tammy Adler, Alliance Resource Partners, L.P. 
(ARLP)

“When professionals with diverse experiences 
and different credentials come together, it creates 
a highly collaborative environment and focused 
 avenue for knowledge sharing.”

—Sangeeta Sameer, General Electric

“I would not be where I am today without being 
involved with the OAUG.”

—Bill Dunham, OATC

25 Years of 
 Connecting,  
Sharing and Saving!

As the year-long celebration of the Oracle Applications Users 
Group’s 25th  anniversary comes to a close, here’s a  reminder 
of some of the key benefits of OAUG membership: 

• Get timely, focused education for Oracle Applications Users.
• Fast-track your projects by learning from others.
• Save your company time and resources.
• Learn from others’ challenges and successes.
• Connect with peers and experts.
• Get expert help and advice.

While all of these benefits are available year-round via the 
OAUG website, the annual COLLABORATE conference is 
your chance to take them all in at once. COLLABORATE 
attendees meet face-to-face with thousands of Oracle 
 Applications users and experts and hear problem solving  
ideas firsthand.  

OAUG members save nearly $400 per person on the 
 registration fee. There’s no limit on the number of  people 
from a member  organization who can use the member 
 discount. 

And, the savings really add up when you send a team to 
 COLLABORATE. Combining the member discount, early 
 registration discount and group discount for four or more 
registrants from the same company saves you 50% off the full 
on-site nonmember rate! 

Registration for COLLABORATE 16 is open now. Gather your 
team, make sure your OAUG membership is current and get 
ready to  connect, share and save!  Visit oaug.org/membership 
and collaborate.org.org today to learn more. u

IN THEIR OWN WORDS...

25 Reasons to be an OAUG Member
Watch the video: http://bit.ly/1Qrpj91
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NEW AND RETURNING MEMBERS
The OAUG welcomes the following new and returning members who joined July 1, 2015, September 30, 2015. 

Returning Associate 
Members:
Accenture Japan
Business & Decision
Canon Information and Imaging 
Solutions, Inc.
Capgemini
Cognizant Technology Solutions
Daiken Information Systems Inc. - 
Japan
DENSO IT Solutions - Japan
Edgewater Ranzal
Enterprise Business Systems Solutions 
Corp - Japan
Ernst & Young - Japan
Experis
Fujitsu America, Inc.
Hakutou Information Technology Co 
- Japan
Hitachi Consulting Co., Ltd. - Japan
Information Services Internation-
al-Dentsu Ltd. - Japan
Infosys Technologies - Japan
Insum
JGC Information Systems Co. Ltd.
Kirin Business Expert Company - 
Japan
NEC IT Solutions Australia Pty. Ltd. 
Nexinfo Solutions Inc.
NS Solutions Corporation - Japan
Pacific Consultants Co. - Japan
Panaya Inc. - Japan
Toshiba Information Systems Corp. 
- Japan
Toshiba IT Services - JAPAN
Toyobo Information System - Japan

Returning Individual  
Associate Members:
CVO Consulting
Dynamique Solutions LLC
Fiteni Enterprises Inc.
JRPJR, Inc.
Sai Super Software Solutions Inc.
VLAD Group, Inc.

Returning User Members:
Abt Associates Inc
Accordia Golf Co., Ltd. - Japan
ACE Koeki Co., Ltd. - Japan
Acom Co., Ltd. - Japan
Aderans Co., Ltd. - Japan
Administrative Resource Center
ADT Security Services, LLC
Advanced Drainage Systems
AEON Co., Ltd. - Japan
Aeroasahi.co - Japan
Agropur
Aisinseiki Co., Ltd. - Japan
Ajinomoto Co., Inc. - Japan
 

Akenono Brake Industry Co., Ltd.- 
Japan
ALCON Japan Ltd.
Alkermes Inc
Allied Telesis K.K. - Japan
Alps System Integration Co., Ltd. - 
Japan
Altec, Inc.
Amano Corporation - Japan
American Family Life Assurance Co 
- Japan
American Science and Engineering 
(AS&E)
AMS Baeshen & Co.
AMSC Co., Ltd. - Japan
Amway Company - Japan
APT Management Services
Aramark
Asahi Breweries, Ltd. - Japan
Asahi Kasei Pharma Corp. - Japan
Asanuma Corporation - Japan
Asatsu-DK Inc.- Japan
ASICS - Japan
AstraZeneca K.K. - Japan
Atmos Energy Corporation
Autoliv Inc. - Japan
Avon Products Co., Ltd. - Japan
AXIS Capital
AY Consulting - Japan
Banyu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. - Japan
Baxter Limited - Japan
Bayer Holding, Ltd.
Bechtel Corporation
Beckman Coulter, Inc. - Japan
Bellsystem24, Inc. - Japan
Black & Veatch Corporation
BlackRock Co., Ltd. - Japan
BNP Paribas Securities - Japan
Boardwalk Pipeline Partners
BP Japan Co., Ltd.
Broadridge Financial Solutions
Bunnings Pty. Ltd.
Bunshodo Corp. - Japan
Bureau of Meteorology
C&C Business Service Corp Total - 
Japan
Cablevision Systems
Cabot Japan K.K.
Cabot Microelectronics Corporation 
- Japan
Calsonickansei Corporation - Japan
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. (Can-
for)
Canon Inc. - Japan
Canon Precision Inc.
Capital Power Corporation
Carnegie Mellon University
Casio Computer Co., Ltd. - Japan
Caterpillar - Japan
Caterpillar Japan System Services Ltd.
Caterpillar Japan Ltd.
CDM Smith Inc.

Central Glass Co., Ltd. - JAPAN
Central Japan Railway Co.
Charles River Associates
Chudenko Total - Japan
Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. - 
Japan
Cibis Company, Ltd. - Japan
Citco Technology Management
Citizens Bank
City of Chandler, Arizona
City of Las Vegas
City of Oakland
City of Salem - (OR)
City of St. Petersburg
Cleanup Co. Ltd - Japan
Coherent Japan Inc.
Coloplast K.K. - Japan
Computer Systems Engineering Co., 
Ltd. - Japan
Core Corporation - Japan
Corona - Japan
Covidien - Japan
CSX Technology
Cummins, Inc.
Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. - Japan
Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co., 
Ltd. - Japan
Daiwa Odakyu Construction Total - 
Japan
Datacard Japan Ltd.
DeKalb County Georgia
Demand Media
Denso Co. - Japan
Dentsu Inc. - Japan
DHL Japan, Inc.
Diversey Co., Ltd. - Japan
Dole Japan Ltd.
DreamWorks Animation SKG
Ecolab K.K. - Japan
Edwards Lifesciences - Japan
Electric Power Development Company 
- Japan
Eli Lilly Japan K.K.
Emerson Japan, Ltd.
Empirix
Enusheai Synthesis System Ltd. - Japan
Esselte Japan Co., Ltd.
EXA Corporation - Japan
Facebook
Farstad Oil, Inc.
Fast Retailing Co., Ltd. - Japan
Federal-Mogul Corporation
Ferring Pharmaceuticals SA
Financial Management Authority
Fuji Electric Systems - Japan
Fujifilm Computer System Co. - Japan
Fujikura Ltd. - Japan
Fujitsu Inc. - Japan
Fujitsu Computer Products of  Amer-
ica
Fujitsu Limited Japan
Fujitsu Ten Limited- Japan

Gadelius K.K. - Japan
Gamakatsu Co., Ltd. - Japan
Gap Japan K.K.
GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences - Japan
General Co., Ltd. - Japan
General Dynamics Information Tech-
nology (GDIT)
General Dynamics Land Systems 
(GDLS)
Georg Fischer Central Plastics LLC
Glaxo Smith Kline K.K - Japan
Globeride - Japan
Government of Ontario
Government of Saskatchewan
Hakuto Co., Ltd. - Japan
Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. - Japan
Hankyu Business Associate Co. - Japan
Hankyu Hanshin Business Associate 
- Japan
Hankyu Corporation - Japan
Hazama Ando Corp. - Japan
Hazelden
Helmerich & Payne
Hertz Corporation
Hikari Tsushin- Japan
Hitachi  Ltd. - Japan
Hitachi Cable, Ltd. - Japan
Hitachi Construction Machinery Co. 
- Japan
Hitachi Electronics Services - Japan
Hitachi Kenki Rojitech Co. - Japan
Hitachi Koki Co., Ltd. - Japan
Hitachi Pharma Evolutions, Ltd. - 
Japan
HNI Corporation
Hokkaido Agricultural Information 
Center - Japan
Hologic, Inc.
HOPES Corporation - Japan
Horton Holding Inc
Hoshizaki Electric Co., Ltd. - Japan
Hotel Okura - Japan
Hudson Japan KK
I&D Inc. - Japan
Ibiden Co. - Japan
IBM Japan
iDEA Consurging Inc. Total - Japan
IDEC Corporation - Japan
IHI Compressor and Machinery Co., 
Ltd. - Japan
Imation Corp. - Japan
Index Holdings - Japan
Information Technical Center Co., 
Ltd. - Japan
Internet Initiative Japan Inc.
Iron Mountain
ISC-J
Isetan Mitsukoshi Holdings Ltd. - 
Japan
Isetan Mitsukoshi System Solutions 
Limited - Japan
ITO EN, Ltd. - Japan
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Itochu Techno-Solutions Corp. - Japan
JAC Recruitment Co., Ltd. - Japan
Janssen Pharmaceutical K.K. - Japan
Japan Drilling Co., Ltd.
Japan Post Holdings Co., Ltd. - Japan
Japan Radio Co., Ltd.
Japex.co.ltd - Japan
JBCC- Japan
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
JGC Corporation - Japan
Johnson & Johnson. K.K - Japan
Johnson & Wales University
Jow Corporation Co., Ltd. - Japan
JR TOKAI Information Systems Com-
pany - Japan
Jupiter Shop Channel Co., Ltd. - Japan
Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd. 
- Japan
Jupiter TV Co. - Japan
JX NikkoNisseki Energy - Japan
KAJIMA Corporation - Japan
KAJIMA Road Co., Ltd. - Japan
Kanden System Solutions Co., Inc.
Kanematsu Corporation - Japan
Kawada Industries  Inc. - Japan
Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha, Ltd. (K Line) 
- Japan
Keihin Corp. - Japan
Keio Corporation - Japan
Kenwood Corp. - Japan
Keste
Keurig Green Mountain Inc.
Keystone Foods LCC
Kikkoman Corp. - Japan
Kinki Nippon Tourist Information 
Systems - Japan
Kinokuniya Company, Ltd. - Japan
KIRIN BUSINESS SYSTEM Kirin 
Business System - Japan
Knape & Vogt
Kohjin Co., Ltd.
Kokubo Ice Co., Ltd. - Japan
Komori Corp. - Japan
Konica Minolta Sensing, Inc. - Japan
Kowa Shinyaku Co., Ltd. - Japan
Kubota Systems Inc. - Japan
Kuroda Precision Industries Ltd. - 
Japan
KVH Co., Ltd. - Japan
Kyoei Sangyo Co., Ltd. - Japan
Lafarge Aso Cement Co., Ltd. - Japan
Larimer County
Lean System Co., Ltd. - Japan
Leviton Manufacturing
Life Technologies - Japan
Lixil
Logan Aluminum Corp.
Loudoun County Government
Louisville Regional Airport Authority
Loyola Marymount University
M. A. Mortenson Company
Manitowoc Company
Master Lock Company
Mazda Motor Corporation - Japan
McDonald’s Company Ltd. - Japan
MeadWestvaco Co., Ltd. -Japan
MEC.inc - Japan

Meiko Construction - Japan
Memphis Light, Gas and Water 
Division
Merck Ltd. - Japan
Merial, Ltd.
Merill Lynch Japan Securities Co., Ltd.
Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District
Metropolitan Water District of South-
ern California
Midmark Corporation
Mikuni Corporation - Japan
Mimaki Engineering Co. - Japan
Mirait Corporation - Japan
Misum Group, Inc. - JAPAN
Mitsubishi Estate Co. - Japan
Mitsubishi Kakoki Kaisha - Japan
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation - Japan
Mitsui Fudosan Co. - Japan
Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance Co. - 
Japan
Mitsukan Partners - Japan
Mitutoyo Corp. - Japan
Mizuno Corp. - Japan
Money Square Japan Inc. Total
Murrin Murrin Operations
Mutual Materials
National Industries for the Blind
National Mutual Insurance - Japan
National Printing Bureau - Japan
National Rural Utilities Cooperative 
Finance Corporation (CFC)
Nav. Canada
NCH Corporation
NCR Japan, Ltd.
NEC Corporation - Japan
NEC Informatec Systems - Japan
NetApp Inc.
Newpark Resources, Inc.
NGK Insulators Ltd. - Japan
Nihon Hallmark K.K. - Japan
Nihon Kaiheiki Ind. Co. - Japan
Nihon Medhi-Physics Co., Ltd. Total
Nihon Teppan - Japan
Nihon Unisys Ltd. - Japan
Nikko Asset Management Co - Japan
Nikon Photo Products, Inc. - Japan
Nippon Boehringer Ingelheim Co. - 
Japan
Nippon Denko Co., Ltd. - Japan
Nippon Dentsu Co., Ltd. - Japan
Nippon Dry Chemical Co. - Japan
Nippon Flour Mills Co. - Japan
Nippon Kanzai Co. - Japan
Nippon Mektron - Japan
Nippon Organon - Japan
Nippon Paint Co. - Japan
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Texeng Co. 
Ltd.
Nishikawa Communications - Japan
Nishimatsu Construction Co., Ltd. - 
Japan
Nissan Motor Co. - Japan
Nisshin Co., Ltd.
Nissin Food Products Co. - Japan
Nissin Foods Business Support Co., 
Ltd.
Nitto Denko Corp. - Japan

NLMK USA
Nohararr Co. - Japan
Nomura Holdings, Inc. - Japan
Noritz Corp. - Japan
Novartis Pharma K.K. - Japan
Novo Nordisk Pharma Ltd. - Japan
NRS Corp. - Japan
NSK Ltd. - Japan
NSP Co., Ltd. - Japan
NTT Business Associe Corp. - Japan
NTT Comware Corp. 
NTT Data Corporation - Japan
NTT Deta Teranos Co., Ltd. - Japan
NTTPC Communications, Inc. - Japan
OAUG Japan
Oclaro Japan, Inc.
OGIS-RI Co., Ltd. - Japan
Ohio University
Okamuraseisakujo - Japan
OKI Alpha Create. Inc. - Japan
Oki Electric Industry Co. - Japan
OKI Infotech Co., Ltd. - Japan
Omron Network Applications Co., Ltd.
Oregon Health & Science University
Orient Corporation - Japan
Oriental Shiraishi Construction - Japan
Origin Energy
Osaka Gas Co .- Japan
OSG Corp. - Japan
Oshkosh Corporation
OSS-Samarbejdet (DTU)
Pace Suburban Bus
Palm Beach County Sheriff ’s Office
Panasonic Corporation Energy Co. - 
Japan
Panasonic Electric Works Information 
Systems Co.- Japan
Pioneer Shared Services Japan Corpo-
ration
Pixar Animation Studios
Precision System Science Inc. - Japan
PricewaterhouseCoopers Co., Ltd. - 
Japan
Province of Prince Edward Island
Puffer-Sweiven
Q and A Corp. - Japan
QOL. Co., Ltd. - Japan
Queensland Health
Rand Corporation
Reckitt Benckiser Japan Ltd.
Reliant Medical Group
Rexis - Japan
Rhythm Watch Co. - Japan
Ricoh Company - Japan
Riken Technos Corp. - Japan
Risingsun Planning Co., Ltd. - Japan
Rockefeller University
Rogers Group Inc.
Royal Holdings Co. - Japan
RS Components Ltd. - Japan
Saizeriya Co., Ltd. - Japan
Sakata Seed Corporation - Japan
Sanko Air - Japan
Santen Pharmaceutical Co .- Japan
Sato Co. - Japan
SAXA, Inc. - Japan
Sazaby League - Japan

SCSK Corp. - Japan
SEGA Corp. - Japan
SEGA Sammy Holdings - Japan
SEIBU Holdings Inc. - Japan
Seiko Precision Inc. - Japan
Seikodo Co. Japan
Seiyo Food-Compass Group - Japan
Sensata Technologies Japan Limited
SGI Japan, Ltd. - Japan
Sharp Corp. - Japan
Sharp Document System Co. - Japan
SHiDAX Corp. - Japan
Shimabun Co., Ltd. - JAPAN
Shimadzu Corp. - Japan
Shin Nippon Air Technologies Co. - 
Japan
Showa Shell Sekiyu Kabushiki Kaisha 
- Japan
Siemens1JAPAN Ltd.
Science Solutions International Labo-
ratory, Inc.
Smiths Medical Japan Ltd.
Snap-on Business Solutions
SNC-Lavalin, Inc.
Softbank Mobile Corp.
Softbank Telecom Co. - Japan
Sohgo Security Services Co. - Japan
Southwestern Power Administration
Spiritsone Co., Ltd. - Japan
St. Luke’s International Hospital - Japan
Starbucks Coffee Company
State Revenue Office Victoria
Stemilt Growers LLC
Stuller, Inc.
Sumitomo 3M Limited - Japan
Sumitomo Densetsu - Japan
Sumitomo Life Information Systems 
Co., Ltd. - Japan
Sumitomo Metal Mining Co - Japan
Sumitomo Mitsui Construction Co. 
- Japan
Sumitomo Wiring Systems - Japan
Symphony BPO Japan KK
System Frontier Corporation - Japan
Taiyo Yuden Co., Ltd. - Japan
Takasho Co., Ltd. - Japan
TDC Softengineering Inc.  - Japan
TDK-Lambda Corporation - JAPAN
Terumo Corporation - Japan
Texas Instruments Japan Ltd.
Textron
TG Information Network Co. Ltd.
The Chunichi Shimbun - Japan
The Nisshin Oillio Group - Japan
The Swatch Group - Japan
theflag - Japan
TIC - Japan
TIS Inc. - Japan
TOA Corp. - Japan
Tohoku Information Systems - Japan
Tohoku Pioneer Total - Japan
Tokio Marine Financial Solution - 
Japans Ltd.
Tokyo Electric Power Company, Incor-
porated (TEPCO) - Japan
Tokyo Gas Co. - Japan
Tokyo Tatemono Co - Japan
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Tokyu Corp. - Japan
Tokyu Land Corp. - Japan
Tom Communication Industrial Co., 
Ltd. - Japan
Tosei Corporation - Japan
Toshiba Corporation
Toshiba Machine Co. - Japan
Toshiba Solutions Corp. - Japan
Toshiba Tec Corporation
Toshiba Elevator and Building Systems 
Corp. - Japan
Toshiba Machine Plastics & Diecast 
- Japan
Totetsu Kogyo Co. - Japan
Towers Watson
Toyo Business Engineering Corp. - 
Japan
Toyo Construction Co. - Japan
Toyo Engineering Corp. - Japan
Toyo Management Co. - Japan
Toyo Tanso Co. - Japan
Toyota Motor Corporation -.Japan
ToysRUs-Japan Ltd.
TRANCOM Inc. - Japan
Transport Canada
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Japan K.K.
Trinify K.K
Tsukishima Kikai Co .- Japan
Tsuneishi Holdings- Japan
U. S. Pharmacopeia

U.S.E. Co. Ltd.
Ucor
Ueno College System - Japan
UNIADEX - Japan
UniFirst
United States Distilled Products
Universal Music LLC - Japan
University of Pennsylvania
VBT Consulting Inc. - Japan
Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles
WACOAL Corp. - Japan
Waterford Wedgwood Japan Limited
Weber Packaging Solutions, Inc.
Welch’s
Yakult Honsha Co. - Japan
Yamagata Casio Co. - Japan
Yanase - Japan
Yanmar Information System Service 
Co., Ltd. - Japan
Yasuda Real Estate Co. - Japan
Yokogawa Electric Corp.
Yomiuri - Japan
Zeal Corporation - Japan
ZEN-NOH Business Support Co. - 
Japan

New Associate Members:
ADI Strategies
Blue Crystal Solutions
Hexaware Technologies, Inc.

Triniti Corporation
Zensar Technologies Inc.

New Individual Associate  
Members:
BlueStone Solutions Group, Inc.
Mia Kirkwood

New User Members: 
AngioDynamics
Bergelectric Corp.
Blue Coat Systems
CLARCOR
College of William and Mary
Corsair
FireEye, Inc.
Fujirebio Diagnostics, Inc.
Ministry of Finance Planning and 
Economic Develop-ment
NGL Energy Partners, LP
Panasonic Electric Works Europe AG
Paramount Farms
Riverbed Technology, Inc.
Scientific Games
Servco Pacific Inc.
State of Delaware
Tektronix, Inc.
U. S. Small Business Administration
Vancouver Int’l Airport Authority
Vita-mix Corporation

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

New Individual User 
Members:
Brad Linnell
Chithra Srinivasan
Chitti Babu
Chris Driscoll
Kevin Askew
Meenakshi Aggarwal
Patty Reisz
Paul Kirch
Phil Senior
Shivanand Koppalkar
Srini Ravuri
Sriram Balasubramanian
Sujit Satpathy

YOU ARE THE

O R A C L E  A P P L I C A T I O N S  U S E R S  G R O U P
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OUTSIDE IN

CFOs should have much to say on the 
 matter of cloud computing.
As the managers of risk, planning and investments in a 
business, chief financial officers (CFOs) have had two main 
responsibilities: manage the departmental financial function 
and advise the company’s other business leaders on reducing 
costs and increasing efficiency. Today’s successful CFOs are 
also modernizing their departments while partnering with 
the CEO and line-of-business leaders to find new growth 
 opportunities.

Now, CFOs can use digital technologies — big data,  mobility, 
social media, cloud computing — to drive growth and  value 
both within the finance function and to the rest of the 
 business.

The Move to Cloud ERP 
Within the finance function, companies of all sizes are 
 transitioning their enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
 systems to the cloud. In a May 2014 Forrester Research 
 survey, 24 percent of respondents from midsize and large 
enterprises said they planned to replace their ERP systems 
within two years; 41 percent said they planned to move to a 
hybrid solution within two years.

CFOs stand to attain a number of benefits from moving their 
ERP systems to the cloud. The most important is that they 
gain a robust, modern system at a lower total cost,  producing 
better economic value, which is a CFO’s number one  priority. 
With the cloud, not only do CFOs save on the capital 
 expenditures of on-premises software, but they also save on 
the people costs of maintaining that infrastructure.

Cloud ERP systems also offer finance organizations constant 
innovation via regular, automatic upgrades that deliver the 
newest capabilities. And then there’s the flexibility: With 
on-premises software, it was difficult to grow or downsize your 
IT infrastructure based on business changes. Now, you can 
just increase or reduce the number of users on your contract. 
The finance function effectively becomes more agile and 
adaptable to change.

A Strategic Leadership Role
As different functions in a company move to the cloud, CFOs 
can also help other departments make better  decisions. 
 Marketing departments, for instance, are spending their 
 increased budgets on modern software that  leverages 
data from social media. The CFO can provide valuable 
 perspectives: Should the chief marketing officer (CMO) be 
investing more in certain areas than others? What’s the return 
on investment?

These technology decisions will affect not just the CMO, 
but also the CFO — resulting in an outside-in effect. Moving 
to the cloud is about enabling the flow of information, and 
CFOs have a vested interest in making data available across 
the  enterprise. That marketing software will tie into other 
 systems, including finance, so CFOs need to make sure they 
are getting a 360-degree view of the customer across all lines 
of business — from sales to service. The better  information 
they have about customers as well as the  company’s 
 operations, the better they can do their job and serve the 
business.

The key to doing all of this successfully is to have a roadmap. 
Most companies aren’t upgrading all of their systems to the 
cloud immediately; they are addressing one function at a time. 
This has the potential to introduce all sorts of  integration 
complexity, interfering with that complete view of the 
 organization that’s vital for a successful move to the cloud.  
So it is vital to have a multiyear plan for making that 
 transition and building the right cloud architecture — and to 
stick to that plan.

With the cloud, CFOs have the opportunity to stimulate 
growth throughout the organization while managing costs.  
By being strategic partners with the rest of the business,  
they can play a key role in driving the success of their 
 organization. u 

Jeffrey O. Henley is executive vice chairman of Oracle. He was 
 previously Oracle’s chief financial officer. 
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Be sure to ask your software vendors with integration to Oracle
applications if they have Oracle Validated Integration. 

With Oracle Validated Integration, Oracle applications customers can be confident that a
partner’s integration has been tested and validated by Oracle as functionally and technically 

sound, that the partner solution is integrated with Oracle applications in a reliable, standards-
based way, and that the integration operates and performs as documented. 

For the most current list of Oracle Validated Integrations, please visit
http://www.oracle.com/us/partnerships/solutions/index.html.

Validated Integration

Oracle Applications
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